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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study vras threefold. The first objective i¡as to

obtain information on the types of language learning strategies employed

Ay LZ learners and to determine their relationships to criterion measures

of achievement. The second purpose of the investigation was to obtain

ÍnformatÍon on the affective classroom variables of L, students and to

determine their relationship to criterion measures of achievement. The

third objectÍve of the study \ras to obtain empirical data related t.o Lhe

use of the language learning strategies, modalities, affective classroom

varíab1es, and criterion measures of achievement and to determine their

difference between grade nine and grade ele'ven.

The sample used in the study consÍsted of 63 subjects,33 students in

grade nine and 30 students in grade eleven. Three schools, needed for the

sample, are situated in an average socio-economic area, and considered to

be representative of an average population of pupils at these two grad.e

leyels.

A questionnaire and four criterion measures of achievement \,rere

designed to be used with both grade levels. The Strategies, Personality,

and Environment Questionnaíre was developed by the investigator in which

responclents are asked to express endorsement or rejection of an attitude

statement or of a learning strategy. The Irnitation Test developed by the

researcher asks the student to repeat ten sentences as best he can, after

he has heard each twice on the tape. The Aural Grammar Test, developed

by Bialystok and Frõh1ich (f97Ba), requires students to make forma'l granma-

tíca1 judgemenÈs abouÈ language which is presented orally. The Translation



Test was created by the investigator to be used in both modalities, oral

and written, and requires students to translate ten English sentences

thereby producing standard French morphology and syntax. The tests vTere

administered by the researcher betrveen April 20th and May Bth.

After a descriptive analyses of the data, a multÍple regression

analysis was used to determine the relationship between the language

learning strategies and each criterion measure, as well as the relation-

ship between the affective classroom variables and each criteríon measure.

A T-test úIas used to determine whether there v¡as a significant difference

between scores for grade nine and for grade eleven students in the use of

language strategies, modalíties, affective classroom variables, and cri-

terion measures.

The results of the study indicated that the strategy most responsible

for achievement was monitoring, as this learning strategy was related to

higher achievement on most of the tests examined, especÍally in grade

eleven. It was also found that several affective classroom variables were

valuable predíctors of success in L, learning, however, it appears that

these variables may be more important at the beginning stages of language

learnÍng.

. I{hen the language learning strategies \rere compared, formal practice,

vrith a significant T-ratio, and monitoring appeared higher in grade nine,

while functional practice appeared higher in grade eleven. This result may

explain the relationship, between Explicit and Implicit Linguistic Knowledge

discussed by Bialystok (1978), and the learning-acquisftíon distincrion

presented by Krashen (L977).
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Ch.ap ter I

NATURN OF THE STUDY

As the nature of second language learning is extremely complex, a

great deal of research is necessary to help improve our understanding of it.

Recent research in L, learning has focused on a varíety of factors which

affect thå success with which a language learner wil-1 master the target

language. These factors may relate to characteristics of the learner, such

as language learning aptitude, personality variables, attitude and motiva-

tion. On the other hand, these factors may relate to characteristics of

the learning situation, such as length of exposure to L, and the teaching

method used.

Language teaching could be ímproved if we had a better understanding

of the language learner and the language learning process itself. What is

occurring to learners in language classrooms? llhy are some learners

succeeding and others failing?

Language researchers have developed an interest in examining learning

strategies which may be consciously used by any language learner. The

advantage of exploring the effects of these strategies is that presumably

Èhey can be taught to any L, learner and a1low for modification of his

progress through their facilitative effects.

Some of these strategies have been identifíed by Stern (f975) and

Rubin (1975). Stern postulated ten strategies of good learners, while

Rubin defined strategy in a slightly dÍfferent manner than Stern, and

also suggested a fist. of several strategies.
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In the present study, two strategies have been selected for examination,

namely practicing and monitoring. However, practicing as conceptualized.

and analyzed by Bialystok and Fröhlich (1978b),r..ras considered as encompassing

two relatedbut separate strategies -- formal practicing and functional

practícing, thereby increasing the lidt to three strategies. In order to

determine how the L, learner employs these strategíes, criterion measures

of achievement are necessary to identify the effect. these processes have

on learnÍ-ng. In addition to language learning strategies, the studentts

personality and classroom perception (Naiman, Fröhlich, Stern and Todesco,

f97B) contribute to the effects of language learning. The present study,

therefore, also atLempËs to show the relatÍonship between these affective

classroom variabres and the critérion measures of achievement.

STATE}.IENT OF THE PROBLEM

From a review of the liberature, it became apparent that there \"ras a

need to explore the types of learning strategies used Ay LZ learners, their

attítude toward the learning environment, and the studentst classroom per-

sonality eharacteristics at grade nine and at grade eleven.

The above considerations became the basis for the research study. To

províde a focus, three main questions..r¿ere formulated:

1. LrrhaË relationship exists between language learning strategies
and criterion measures of achievement at the ninth and eleventh
grade?

2- i^Ihat relationship exists between affective classroom variables
and criterion measures of achievement aË the ninth and eleventh
grade?

3. I,rrhat difference exists in the use of language learning strategies,
modalities, affective classroom variables and criterion measures
of achievement between grade nine and grade eleven?

These questions are considered and tested under several null hypotheses



HYPOTHESES

Hypothesis 1:

There is no significanL relationship between language learning stra-

Legies and the rmitation Test at grade nine and at grade eleven.

Hypothesis 2:

There is no significant relationship between language learning stra-

tegies and the Aural Grammar Test au grade nine and at grade eleven.

Hypothesis 3:

There is no significant relationship between language learning stra-

tegies and the 0ra1 Translation Test at grade nine and at grade eleven.

Hypotþesis 4:

There is no significant relationship between language learning stra-

tegies and the Inlritten Translation Test at grade nine and at grade eleven.

Hypothesis 5:

There is no significant relationship between affective classroom

varÍables and criterion measures of achievement at grade nine and at grade

eleven.

Hypothesis 6:

There is no significanÈ difference in the use of language learning

strategíes between grad.e nine and grade eleven students.

Hypothesis 7:

There is no signifiôanÈ difference in criteríon measures of achieve-

ment between grade nine and grade eleven students.

Hypothesis 8:

There .ís no significant difference in affective classroom variables

between grade nine and grade eleven students.
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Hypothesis 9:

There is no significant difference between the modalities of language

learning sËrategies at grade nine and at grade eleven.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

First Language (Lt)

The first language is the language learned by the child in the home

and the source of his first linguistic and cognitive experiences. The

Ëerm firsË language is used interchangeably with native language (NL).

Second Language (l-Z)

The second language is a language learned after the fírst language

has been established as a relatively stable system. A second language may

be learned through an ínformal environment or formally in the classroom.

In the latter, it is often considered the target language (TL).

S trategíes

Strategies are the conscious cognitive processes in which the language

learner engages in order to brÍng relevant linguistic information to the

language task so as to increase the proficiency of Lr learning and to

improve performance (nialystok, 1978).

chÍ1d

A child second language learner is a learner from five to twelve

years old.

Adult

An adult second language learner is a learner over twelve years old.



LIMITATIONS

l. As the three schools used are located in a suburban míddle class

socio-economic area, the findíngs cannot be generalízed beyond thís

population. In additíon, the findings cannot be generalized to

students of ESL, immersion, French as L' or ínformal language

learning settings.

DELIMITATIONS

1. The study is limited to analyzing the data only for grades níne and

eleven

2. The si.ze of the sample is limited to the number of L, learners at

the appropriate grade levels.

3. The study was direcËed to students of junior and senior hígh school

and did not take into consideration the number of years of second

language instructíon taken in elementary grades.

ORGANTZATION OF THE STUDY

The remaining chapters \^rere planned in the following manner: Chapter

2 revíews the literature most closely related to the present study, Chapter

3 explains the methodology of the study, Chapter 4 presents an analysis of

the data both in table and narrative form, and Chapter 5 summarizes the

findings of the study and concludes with some implications for classroom

practice, as well as recomendations for further',.research.



Chap't'er 2

REVIEiN OF THE LITERATi-IRE

The Review of the Literature is divided into four parts. It would be

difficult, indeed, to examine research in L, acqufsltion without considering

the research in the fíe1d of L, acquisition. In the secrion, IIRST LANGUAGE

ACQUISTTION, aspects of first language research are discussed briefly.

Since some of the research illustrates a difference betvreen L, anð, L,

learners, the next tvùo sectionsr AGE AND SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISIT]ON and

MORPHEMES AND ACQUISITION ORDER IN SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING, focus on t\,ro

factors whÍch distinguísh first and. second language learners. The current

research to which this study is directly related ls discussed in the section,

MODELS OF SECOND LÀNGUAGE LEARNING. The operatJ.on of these models is

explained in terrns of learning processes, learnfng strategies, as well as

indivídual learner characteristics. A CONCLUSION follows.

FIRST LANGUAGE ACQUISITTON

Brov¡n (1973) has presented an extensive sunìmaïy of theories and

research in L- a, rcquisition. L, acquisition is considered to be a creative,

systematic process by which the child gradually reconstructs the adult

graümar of his language. This process is believed to be creative because

the child processes linguistic information and forms hypotheses about

language which eventually become the basis for hfs new utterances. Ll

acqui-sition ís belÍeved to be systematic as the childfs production ís

consistent with his ovu'n developf ng system of ru1es.

The L, acquisition nro".":s is belleved to be governed by an innate

language learning mechanisrn which clirects the child to employ a particular
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set of learning strategies. Studies of children learning several different

first languages have provided evidence for this innate mechanism. These

sËudies indicate many similarities in the sequence of developmental stages

through which all fÍrst language .learners pass and the kinds of errors

which are produced. In addition, other studies involving children learning

the same L¡ have indicated that certain grannnatical structures are acquired

in a relatÍvely ínvariant order.

Brovrn!s (f973) longítudinal study involved the spontaneous L, speech

of three unacquainted children learníng English. He found thât, although

each of the children developed at an individual ïate, they aIl acquíred

a set of fourteen granrmatical morphemes in approximately the same order.

Though Brornm only studied three children, his findings were further sub-

stantiated by a cross-sectional stucly of 2I preschool children learning

English by de Villiers and de Villiers (1973). Klima and Bellugi (L973)

studied negation and interrogation, and Chomsky (1969) examíned complex

sentence forms. These tv¡o studies showed similar consistency in the order

in which these fonus vrere acquired by \ learners.

Brovm (L973) searched for a nr¡mber of possible reasons for the regu-

laritíes observed in child speech. He concluded that neither frequency of

the morphemes in parental speech nor semantic or linguistic complexity

alone could accounÈ for his observed order of acquisition and that the

culmulative linguistic and semantic complexity of each item and its per-

peEual salience in adult speech wíl-l determine the point at which the

morpheme is acquíred. SlobÍn (1973) links cognitive and línguistic deve-

lopment and explains that at compatable stages of cognitive development,

children will attempt to express simí1ar semantic intentions. The

language acquisition orcler will then be determined by the lingustic

diffÍculty of the realizatÍon of those intentions ín a given language.



AGE AND SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

Even though we have much to learn from studies of child language

acquÍsition in terms of the.language learning processr the fact remains

that Lr learners are very different frorn chíldren learning their Ll. Many

researchers have indicated Llnal L2 learners are older and have had previous

cognitive and linguistic experience, and probably have a very different

motivation for learning L, than they did for learning their L, (corder,

L967; Ervin-Tripp, L97 4) .

Age is one of the most crucial factors dístínguishing L, and L,

learners, as Lr learners are generally older than Lr rearners. several

theories exist regarding the relationship between age and L, learning

which maintaín in one form or another that younger learners are better

than older learners. However, there exists no clear empírÍcal support

for the hypothesis of a general decrease i-nLr learníng ability with ages.

The notion that younger language learners have the abilíty for a

particular acquisition, is dependent on the remaining plasticíty for this

acquisition in the brain. Such states of plasticity may be referred to as

"critical periods". The criËical period theory mainËains that there is a

period during r*¡hich language learning must take place and after which a

language can never be learned in quite the same \¡/ay.

Penfield and Roberts (f959) and later Lenneberg (f967) point ro the

relationship between degree of acquisition of first and second languages

and the age of onset of. Lr learning. Much of Lennebergts evidence is

based on the recovery of language function by aphasics of varying age.

The argument rests on Èhe neurophysiological phenomenon of cerebral late-

ralization of function which he alleges is not complete until puberty at

around age Èen. Once language function becomes lateralized t.o the left
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hemisphere, further acquisition is improbable if not impossible. Eventhough

\^7e are able to learn L, as ad.u1 ts, Lenneberg extends the critical period

theory. to L2 learning by suggesting that the learning process ítse1f differs.

Post-pubescent language learners must make a conscious effort to learn the

L2, the number of obstacles in the language learning process increase after

puberty, and older learnersr speech is marked by foreign accents.

Taylor (L974) suggests that affective factors such as motivation,

empathy and ego boundaries distinguish adult and child L, acquisition. He

believes that the d.ifferences that exist between adult and child L, learnÍng

are quantitive rather than qualitative. "The previous linguistic capacity

and advanced cognitive maturityr' (Taylor, Lg74: 32) of the adult gives

him an advantage in terms of rate of learning, but sÍmilar psychological

learning strategies of adults and children indicate that the t\47o processes

are basically sirnilar. Ervin-Tripp (I974) proposes that differenr aspects

of L, learning may be easiest at different stages in our life, as \de conti-

nue learning aspects of our L' such as vocabulary, even as adults.

Empirical Findíngs

Cross-sectional studies generally of pronunciation, and longítudinal

studíes of language acquisition in a natural setting, rvhere the subjects

were learning the L, with a maximum of contacË with native speakers and

a mini¡r,t* of formal instruction, are rerevant to the age issue.

The cross-sectional studies are confricting in their findings

regarding age and pronunciation. Asher and Garciars (1969) study of 7L

Cuban iruuigrants ages seven to nineteen who had been in the United States

for one to eight years, found that the children who arrived. between the

ages of one and six did best on a reading test, while some of the older

children did achieve excellent pronuncÍalion. On the other hand, Olson and
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Samuelsr (f973) study compared elementary, junior high and college students

on a test of 33 German morphemes and found the junior high and college

group did sígnificantly better after two weeks of pronunciation instruction

(10 sessions of L5-25 minutes each) than did the elementary sËudents.

Several longitudinal studies of 'tnaturalisti-c" L, acquísítion are also

relevant to the crítical period theory. Ervin-Tripp (I974) studied a group

of English-speaking children ages four to nine learníng French ín the

French area of Switzerland, and found that the older children, ages seven

to nine, learned faster than the younger ones, ages four to six. Fathmants

(1975) findings further support the idea that older Lr leaxners, because

of their more advanced level of cognitive development, acquire syntactic

features of language more quickly than their younger counterparts, and

that language learners excel at different aspects of language learníng

at different ages. Snow and Hoefnagel-Hö'hle (L977) compared Ëhe findings

of a laboratory study with a study of naturalístic L, acquisítion, and

concluded that the results of both studies supported the superiority of

older learners, and provided evidence for the rejection of the critical

period theory. Chunts (1978) fíndings are in accordance with the conten-

tion that.learners excel aÈ different aspects of L, learning at the

different ages proposed by Ervin-Tripp (L97h) and Farhman (1975).

These ernpirical studies support the notion that different aspects

of language are.best learned at different ages, however, they do not

support a strong version of the crj-tical period theory for language

learning.
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MORPHEI',TES AND ACQUISITION ORDER IN
SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING

Studies of second language acquisition have as their ultimate goal

the definition of universal processing strategies, a broad class of cog-

nitive actívities whích could predict the direction of the L, acquisition

process under varying conditions and for different languages. These

studíes focus on the learner's overall- linguistÍc development and attempt

to determÍne sequencés of acquisition sinrilar to those evídent ín L,

learnÍng.

Empirical Findings

Early work in child L, acquisition emphasized the comparison of the

developing structures in child L, acquisition for isolated features of

language. Ravem (1968) studied the acquisition of English I^IH questions

and negatives, Natalicio and Natal-icio (1971) studied the acquísition of

English plurals by firsË to twelfth grade spanish speakers, and Milon

(L972) studied the acquisition of English negation by a Japanese-speaking

child. In all three cases, the learners used the same sequence of struc-

ture types found in Brownrs (1973) L, research. Other studies by Ervín-

Tripp (f973) and by Cook (f973) had comparable resulrs.

Hovrever, researchers began to conducÈ studies that showed L, sequence

to be different from L, sequence as a result of the L, learnerrs increased

cognitíve and linguistic maturity. Dulay and Burt (1973) r¡rere among the

first to conduct a series of studies of the acquisition of Brownts mor-

phemes by child L, learners. Dulay and Burt (f973) developed the

Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM), a testing device which attempts to eliciÈ

a subjectrs natural speech through directed conversation about a set of

pictures. This picture test rvas administered to three isolated groups of
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Spanish-speaking children between the ages of five and eight learning

English as a second language. Though their studies differed from Brownrs

in that they were cross-sectional studÍes of elicited speech, they concluded

that LZ learners of various linguÍstic backgrounds demonstrated the same

rank order of acquisition of eight morphemes and, therefore, the strategies

of child second language acquisition are universal. The L, morpheme order,

as predicted, did not correspond to the one found by Brown (1973) nor to

that of de villiers and de villiers (L973) for L, acquisition. Bailey,

Madden, and Krashen (I974) further investigated the order of acquisition

of morphemes by adult L, learners by using the BSM. They found a morpheme

order sirn-ilar to Dulay and Burt's and concluded that children and adul-ts

use cornmon strategies in L, learning. A subsequent study by Dulay and Burt

(L974b) comparing Chinese and Spanish-speaking children, employed the BSM

and three different scoring methods, and revealed si¡uilar rank orders for

eleven morphemes.

0ther studies of L, acquísition morpheme order have produced encou-

raging results. Hatch (L974) looked at auxiliary development and the

acquisitíon of verb tense. She found the sequence to be similar if not

identícal for her forty subjects. Fathmanrs (r975) sLudy, using the

second Language oral Production English rest (sl,opE), \ras designed to

assess the ability of non-native English-speaking children to produce

standard English morphology and syntax. The effect of age on the rate of

L, learning found sirnilar rankings for twenty grammatical morphemes by

both Spanish and Korean-speaking children between the ages of six and

fourteen. Krashen, Sferlazza, Feldman and Fathman (f976) replicated these

findings by using the sLoPE test for four adult groups. rn her study of

adult ESL learners, Larsen-Freeman (f975) used the BSM and separate tesEs

of listening, reading, speaking (elicited irnitation) and writing. she
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found different morpheme rank orders on each task, however, the order

el-icited by the BSM and rhe two productive skill tesrs (writíng and

speaking) correlated significantly with Dulay and Burtrs (1974b) findings.

As opposed to ttacquisition ordertt other researchers prefer the terms

accuracy order (Bailey et 41., L974) or difficulty order (Larsen-Freeman,

L97s) .

0n the other hand, Hakuta (L974, 1976) conducted a longitudinal

study of a fj-ve year o1d Japanese girl's acquisition of Brownrs morphemes.

Hís study revealed an order different to the one obtained by Brown and

Dulay and Burt. Cancino, Rosansky and Schumann (1975) studíed the order

of appearance of auxi-liaries in declarative, negative and interrogative

sentences by six spanish speakers between the ages of five to adu1t.

This study which took over a six month period, did not find consistent

patterns. Rosanskyrs (L976) longitudinal study found si¡nilar inconsis-

tencies in the acquisition order. The morpheme orders usirng spontaneous

speech samples did not correspond to those obtained using the BSM with

the same subjects. She further remarks, and therefore agrees with Larsen-

Freeman (L975), on the lack of comparability between cïoss-sectional and

longitudinal data.

MODELS OF SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING

As interest in second language acquisition gro\,rs, and as more research

results appear' it is becoming obvíous that in order to make more accurate

statemenËs about how L, is learned, a good deal more must be known about

the L, learner. How do L, learners process their speech in another language?

Several models have been developed that have attempted to explàin differing

L, performance.
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The Monitor Model

The Monitor Model has been proposed by stephen Krashen (rg77) .

This model is essentially a theory of processing Lr. Krashen posÍts that

an adult L, Learner can,ttÍnternaLize" the rules of a TL via one of two

Índependent systens for second language performance:

a) an implicit way, called subconscious language
acquisitíon, and

b) an expliciË way, ca11ed conscious language learning.

Language acquisition is sirnílar to the process children use to acquire Lr.

Krashen states Ëhat it occurs through meaningful interaction in a natural

communícation seÈting. Speakers are not concerned wiËh form, but with

meaning; nor is there explicit coDcern with error detection and correction.

Formal rules and feedback provide the basis for language J-nstruction in

classroom settings. Nonetheless, Krashen does not consider the setting

per se' but the conscious attention to rules which distinguishes language

acquisition from language learning. Language can be acquired in the class-

room when Ëhe focus ís on communication -- through dialogues, role-p1aying,

and other forms of meaningful interaction.

"Acquisition" corresponds to the tacit knowledge of a native speaker.

It refers to the way linguistic abílities are internalized "naturally",

without conscious focusíng on linguistic form. Individual variations,

which may relate to personality factors, seem to be inevitable. It does

not seem to require or profit from overt teaching in the form of syntactfc

rules or error correction (Fathman, 1975a). Research in language acqui-

sition has indicated Ëhat the acquired system may develop, through a
ttcreative construction processtt, in a series of stages common to all

acquirers of a given language, resulting from the application of universal

strategies (Brovm, 1973: sl0bin, rg73:' Ervin-Tripp, rg73: Dulay and Burt,
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1974c and 1975). Each stage approximates more closely the adult native

speakerts set of rules (Brown, L973; Dulay and Burt, Ig74b).

t'Learningt' is the conscious process of internali zíng rules as a

result of either a formal language learni-ng situation or a self-study

program. A formal learning situation is characterízed by the presence of

feedback or error correction, and ttrule isolationtt, the presentation of

artificial linguistic envíronments which present one ne\^r aspect of grammar

at a time. Learning is not inevitable and seems to require cÁ/ert teaching

in the form of rules and error correctfon. The learnerrs degree of

success depends on intelligence, diligence and clarity of rule presenta-

tion. One of the uses of learning is to nronitor onets o\nrn performance

and to correcL that performance so that it may correspond with what has

been learned. The Monitor, however, is not available to all learners,

tends to be lirnited to simpler parts of the language, and is best applíed

when time is available and when focus is on form and correctness, not on

communication.

For Krashen, "... the essence of the lrlonitor Model is that conscious

linguistic knowledge is available only as a Monitor." (L979: 44) speech

production is initiated by the acquíred system. \nlhen conditions'a1low,

the consciously learned systen can intrude and alter the output of the

acquired systemr sometimes before and sometimes after the utterance is

produced. rn other r^rords, production is based on what is "picked rrp"

through communication, r¡ith the Monitor altering production to improve

accuracy toward TL norms. (See Figure 1).
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FIGURE

MONITOR MODEL FOR ADULT SECOND
LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE

Evidence for the Monitor Model

Lenneberg (L967) has suggested that the "switch" from acquisition to

learning aPpears around puberty, the cri.tical period theory. The Monitor

Model, while maintaining the acquisition - learning distinction, modified

this view by providing evidence that adults, who have been presumed Ëo gain

L, skills by learning, can acquire language to some extent. Recent studies

have províded support for the Monitor Model.

Morpheme Studies. I{hen conditions for "Monitor-free" performance are

nret (little time, focus on communication rather than form), adult L, per-

forme¡s show diffículty orders for certain grammatical morphemes that

correlated highty wiËh the difficulty orders in child L, (Du1ay and Burt,

L973; Krashen, Madden and Bailey, L975; Larsen-Freeman, rgl5; Krashen,

sferlazza, Feldman and Fathman, 1976). Krashen calls this order the
ttnatural ordertt and sees it as a product of the ttcreative construction pro-

cess" or acquisition. Therefore, in these Monitor-free conditions, adults

and children dísplay the same pattern of errors because they share the same

ttnaturaltt system for internalizing the rules.

4
\
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However, r¿hen conditions a11ow monitoring to occur, the I'natural ordertt

1s disturbed (Larsen-Freeman, L975; Krashen, SferLazza, Feldman and Fathman,

1976). Once the Monitor is Ín operation, conscious rules come into play,

and a different difficulty order is displayed because the learning system is

activated. Krashen maintains that this is because those rules that are easy

to learn are easier under monitored conditions, since they are unnecessary

for communication, they are more difficult under Monitor-free condítions.

However, certain morphemes r,¡hich are difficulÈ to teach and have to be

acquired through corirmunicatíon, are easier under Monitor-free than under

monitored condiÈions.

Aptitude and Attitude Tests. The argument presented is that aptitude

tests are dírectly related to conscious learning, and attitude tests are

directly related to acquisítion and indirecLly related. to conscious learning.

Gardner and Lambertts (L972) study found that aptitude tests correlated

with achievement on school-type tests showing a strong relationshil to L,

proficiency in monitored test situations. Attitudinal factors that relate

to acquisition are those that encourage intake by motivational and perso-

nality variables that determine whether the student r¿ill avall himself of

informal Language contexts, and the extent to v¡hich the studenË will be

"open" to Lr. These factors sho\,ü a strong relatÍonship to L, proficíency

when sufficient intake and when Monitor-free measures are used (Chastain,

1975; Schumann, L975; Gardner and Lambert, L9l2).

4'Feel" for Gret*eËiegl¡gl. The argumenË presented is that the

Monitor Model explains the subjective "feel" for grammaticalfty that adults

experience without ever kno\¡ring a conscious rule. An experiment conducted

by Braine (1971) found that adults, who attended to and repeated. sentences

in an artificial, meaningless language, were abl-e to discriminate between
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ttgrammaticaltt and ttanomâlous" sentences with a high degree of accuracy.

ÞIany of the adults who could perform the task were unable to state the

syntactic rules involved. Instead, they stated that they relíed on whether

a given sentence "sounded right't. Krashen (1979) presented this as evidence

that language acquisition and not learning was involved, since the adults

did not depend on a set of consciously learned rules. Sinrilar findings

revealed by l^Iakefield, Doughtie and Yom (1974) found rhaË,adult subjecrs,

who were briefly exposed to a language previously unknown by them, were

capable of acquiring knowledge of word and constituent boundaries.

Individual Differences - A virtue of the Monitor Model, as well as a

demonstration of its validity, is its ability to prediet variatíon in L,

performance among adult.s (Krashen, 1977). Performers vary with respect to

the degree to which they use conscious monitorlng. At one extreme, there

are subjects who monitor rn¡henever possible and therefore show variable

performance. Krashen and Pon (1975) cite a good example of such an indi-

vidual who typically produces "correct" forms in edited writing and ín

careful speech, but makes more errors in casual speech where tíme pressures

preclude monítoring. This casual, unguarded speech production is governed

by the acquired system alone, which has evolved to a point close to, but

not identical with, the natíve speakerrs grammar, or has "fossilized"
(Selinker, L972). Cohen and Robbins (L976) described rwo similar cases

in the study of learner characteristics. AÈ the other extreme, there are

indivíduals r¡ho rarely monitor, even when condltl-ons allow it. Their per-

formance is apparently dependent on acquisition arone, as they are not

influenced by error correction and rarely ernploy their conscious llnguistic

knowledge. An example of such a performer is supported by cohen and

Robbinsr (1976) study.
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The evidence for these individual differences is based on case studies

(Krashen and Pon, L975; Krashen, 1977,; Cohen and Robbins, 1976). An opri-

mal Monitor user is capable of correcting errors in spoken language with

great accuracy if the subject is given enough tj-me. Such a performer uses

the Monitor when ít is appropriate to focus on form. The over-user tries

to remember and use grafümatical rules before speaking, but since there is

usually not enough time to do so, speech contains false starts, repetitions,

and other repairs. On the other hand, the under-user rarely utilizes

conscious rules in performance, but relies on acquired competence to commu-

nicate. Such a performer often does not know the rules, as they have never

been consciously learned.

Other Forms of Post-Critical Períod Learning. Krashen (1979 ) argues

that the acquisition - learning distÍnction, which is the basis of the

Monitor Model, also fits athletic skills, especially tennis; Krashen pro-

poses that tennis is better acquíred than learned. Tn Krashents terms,

Gallewayrs (L974) book, The Inner Game of Tennis, presents arguments that

too Ðany tennis players over-use the Monitor. They are too conscious of

the rules they have learned and do not employ the natural acquisition pro-

cess to internalize the skill. Tennis lessons have a tendency to over-

emphasize form, just as language teachers over-emphasize syntax. Language

and tennis students should be allowed to work on the basis of their or¡n

acquired, tacit knowledge, rather than being overwhelmed with rules and

feedback about errors. In this situation, Galleway says that errors

coïrect themselves naturally, and this is precísely what Corder (1967) has

stated about errors inL, performance.

In conclusion, the ideal classroom situation might be one in which both

learning and acquisiti-on are fully utilized; "...the creative construction
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process is stimulated by contextualized exercises and the opportunity Èo

use natural language, while clear presentation of grammatical rules and

selective error correction may be effective for those in class who are
tMonitor-users "' (Krashen, I977: 159) .

Critícal Considerations. Mclaughlin (f978) stated some difficulries

inherenË in Ëhe Monítor Model. His main difficulty is the distinction

between acquisition and learníng. This ciistinction ultímately rests on

rnrhether the processes are trconscioustt or ttsubconscioustt, two terms which

Krashen does not define. Mclaughlin does not believe that subjective expe-

ïience should be the testing ground for a theory of language processing.

The model also fails because its empirical information is weak. The evidence

is not strong for the learning - acquisÍtion distinction nor for the main

hypothesis of the model that what is learned is not available for initiating

utterances, but that only what is acquired can be used for this purpose.

Mclaughlin praises Krashen for drar¡ing ouï attention to t\,/o interesting

phenomena, the findings of the same difficulty order for certain English

morphemes in Lr learners regardless of age, primary language or experience

wíth English, and his pedagogical advice that classroom instruction should

be oriented more toward communication and less tor^rard formal rules and

error correcËion.

Model for Creative Construct.ion in L, Acquisition

Duláy and Burtrs (1977) model atÈributes discrepancies

and learner output to five general but distincË sources: a

fílter, a cognitive organizer, a monitor, personality, and

(See Figure 2).

between input

socioaffective

past L, experience

The socioaffective fÍ1ter, which refers to conscfous or unconscious

moËivesor needs, attitudes or emotional states of the learner, filters the
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input and affects the rate and quality of language acquisition. The socio-

affective filter, reported by Milon (L975), conrributes to individual

preferences for certain input models over others, prioriztes; cer.t.ai:r' .

language asPects to be learned, and determines when language acquisition

efforts should terminate.

The cognitive organizer refers to the internal data processing

mechanísms responsible for the construction of the gramnìå.r \,re attribuÈe

to the learner. The cognitive organizer contributes to the error types

that happen systematiòally in developing speech, reported for L, acquisi-

tion by Brown (1973) and L, acquisirion by Dulay and Burr (rg7z, L974)

and Ervin-Trípp (L974), the progression of rules used before the learner

masters a structure, and the order in which the structures are acquíred.

The monitor, defined by Krashen (1977) as the conscious editing of

onets own speech, depends upon individual criteria such as concern over

grammatícal correctness, and upon the nature and focus,of the task being

performed, such as focusíng on communícation which brings on less self-

editing' and focusing on línguistic tasks (translatíon) which brings on

more editing.

Therefore, Dulay and Burt define the internal processing of language

inpuË as the successive operation of the socioaffective filter, bhe cog-

nitive organizer and the monítor, in that order, with personality factors

and L, experience influencing the operation of all three; As Krashen (I977)

stated, people with outgoing, uninhibited personall-ties monitor theiï

speech infrequently, yeÈ self-conscious, introverted people are rnore likely

to overmonitor their speech.
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Internal Mechanisms

External
Linguis tic
Environment

Learner I s
Speech

FIGURE 2

MODEL FOR CREATIVE CONSTRUCTION IN
SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

* The monítor is enclosed in a broken-Iine box to show that it is not
always involved i.n language production.

Theoretical Model of L, Learning

This nodel was developed by Bialystok (f978) to accout for discre-

þancies in the attainment of language proficiency. The model artempts to

understand the processes and factors involved in L, learning.

The model is organized on three levels - the input of information

through various kinds of exposure to Lrr Input, the storaSe of that infor-

mation for the Lt learner, Knowledge, and the responses that are produced

as a function of the sEored information, Output. In the model, "processing

lines" (so1id lines) transfer information to the Knowledge level r,¡hich

uses this information for responses or OutpuË. The dotted lines represent.

"language learning strategies" which are optional means for exploiting

available information to improve L, competence (see Figure-3).

Monitorx I

Socio-
Affective
Filter

CognÍ tive
0rganizer

Personality Firs Ë

Language

f
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Language Input. The Input level refers to the undifferentiated

context ín r¿hich exposure to language occurs and is titled Language

Exposure. Experiences, such as the language classroom and encountering

the TL through books or immersion in the culture, provide specía7ízed

kinds of exposure to the language.

Knowledge in Language Use. The Knowledgc level divides language

information into Other Knowledge, Explicit Linguistic Knowledge and

ImpliciË Linguistic Knowledge.

Explicit Linguistic Knowledge contains all the conscious facts the

L, Iearner has about the language including grammar ru1es, vocabulary,

pronunciation ru1es, and so on. This level acts as a buffer for new infor-

maËíon about xlre L, in that explicit information is stored in case certain

rules or meanings require some consciousness in order to be used correctly.

Sinrilar to Krashen (L971). who argued that some aspects of L, are "learned"

and remain in some conscious form, so that simple rules, whích are learned,

would be stored in the ExpliciÈ Línguistic Knowledge. The third function

of this level is Èo act as an "explicit articulatory systemrr, so that

information in the Implicit Linguistic Knowledge may be made conscious, or

explicít. This level is associated with extensive knowledge of formal

aspects of the language, buË noÈ necessarily with an ability to use this

information ef fectively.

Turplicit Linguistic Knowledge is the intuiÈ1ve lnformation upon which

the Lr learner operates in order to produce responses in the TL. This

level is represented by information which is automatic and used sponta-

neously ín language tasks. It is in this level, thaÈ the L, learner may

ölàin that a sentence "sounds right,", although he has no direct evidence

for the correctness of the sentence. Siuúlar to Krashen (1977,) who,argued
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that some asPects of. L, are unconsciously "acquiredt' and are not conscÍously

known, so that complex rules which are acquired, would be stored in the

Inplicit Linguistic Knowledge. The function of this level j-s as a working

system which contains all the information about the TL necessary for spon-

taneous comprehension and production tasks. This level'is associated wíth

an ability for greater fluency.

0ther Knowledge refers to all other information the learner brings to

the language task, such as the native language, information about culture
associated with TL, knowledge of the world, and so on. The distinction

between Other Knowledge and the two Linguistic Knowledge sources is that
linguistic knowledge contains information about the code of the language,

while other knowledge contains related., but not specifically, linguistic
information.

Output or Responses. output refers to the product of language compre-

hension or production. Two speciflc types of responses are identífied as

Type I and Type II. Type I responses are spontaneous and irmnediate, r¿hile

Type rr responses are deliberate and occur after a deray.

Language Learnfng Processes. The Èwo processes which relate the three

levels are Input processes, relating InpuÈ to Knowledge, and Output processes,

relating Knowledge to Output.

Input processes feed into each of the three knowledge sources. The

nature of the language exposure will detenh-ine the extent to r¿hich each

of these knowledge sources is affected.. A language classroom program would

probably acceùtuate the line from Language Exposure to E>,plicit Linguistic
Knowledge, while an immersion class would. be more accent.uâted .to Lirplicit
Knowledge or 0ther Knowledge as this exposure, particuÌarly in commúnicative

situations, would increase the irnplicit knowledge the L, learner has of the
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language. The latter would be an ttacquiredt' system, and the former, a

"learned" one (Krashen, L977).

Output processes describe the way in which language ís used for compre-

hension or production, and the language use proceeds as a functlon of

rmplicít Línguistic Knowledge. The process line between Type I and Type

II Responses allows for modification or correction of a response. Type I

Response may only occur once, therefore spontaneous. If a response has

been corrected and fed back in, aII subsequent responses become Type II.

Language Learning Strategíes. The final feature of the model is

defined as optional methods for exploiting available information to increase

L, Leatning proficiency by consciously employed approaches. These strate-

gies operate by bringing rälevant knowledge to the language task, therefore,

improving performance. They are used to learn the language systemr:.to

express meaning, and to derive meaning from language input. These aspects

rnay be said to comprise the goal of language learning -- "the formal

systematic features of the language must be masËered, and in addition, the

language must be seen as a means of expressing and retrieving meaníngbtt

(Bialystok and Fröhlich, L977: 5).

Four language learning strategies have been identified and presented.

with their relationship to language proficiency. The strategies are

derived from theoretical discussions found in literature (Rubin, 1975:

Stern, L975), and from an empirical study (Naiman et a1., Lg77). The

four strategies are formal practicing, functional practicing, monitoring

and inferencing.

Practice, the mosË general of the ,strategies, is restricted to expo-

sure to the language arranged by the learner beyond the forrnal classroom

requirements. The learner is credited with using this strategy only when
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conscious attempts are made to increase that exposure. More specífically,

in terms of the parameter of purpose postuld.ted by stern (r974), language

may be described within a f.ormaLf functional dimension. Formal practice

focuses on the language code for the sake of mastering the rule system.

The L, learner may increase his explicit knowledge of the code by availing

himself of new information'about that code by studying from a granmar book

in order to complement class lessons or by asking others for clarification

about grammatical rules, morphemes, and so on. rn addition, the L, l_earner

may operate on information already in the Explícit Linguistic Knor¿1edge so

as to automatise it and transfer it to the Implicit Linguistic Knowledge by

language drills and exercÍses; In this category, content or meaning is

inconsequential to performance, and knowledge of the rules determines the

learnerrs success.

Functional practice focuses on the use of the language in conrnunica-

tive situations by going to movies, reading books, or talkíng to native

speakers. rn this categoryr the meaning of the message is of primary

concern, as opposed to the systematic features of the code used to

represent that meaning.

The relationship shown by formal practicing and functional practicing

is sirnilar to the process postulated by Krashen (1977). Functional prac-

ticing, which connects Language Exposure to Implicit Linguistic Knowledge

is called language "acquisitiont', as the language is internalized through

communicatíon. Formal practicing, which connects Language Exposure to

Explicit Linguistic Knowledge is called language "ilearning", âs the language

is internalized through formal presentation of the system.

The concept of the monitoring strategy is deríved largely from the

work of Krashen (L977, L979) in his rrMonitor Model". In his rnodel, conscious

knowledge of the language may be used to exarnine and modl-fy or correct
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linguistic output.. sinr-ilarly, the monitoring strategy operates by

brínging information from Explicit Linguistic Knowledge to the Output

for the purPoses of examining or correcting the response. Since time is

one of the conditions required for the Monitor to operate, monitoring,

therefore' can only have an effect on Type II Responses. In the Monitor

Theory and ín the monitoring strategy, language use is not ord.inarily

under conscious control, but rather, as an intuitive mechanism which is
responsible for most ínstances of language comprehension and prod.uction.

Although monitoring often does proceed in communicative or functional

situations, the strategy is essenËially a formal one and is-most appropriate

for written tasks.

rnferencing is employed prirnarily to derive meaning from the TL by

coumrunicative situatíons, hence, a functional strategy. rnferencing,

through the use of other Knowledge, would ernploy the L, learnerrs know-

ledge of the subject rnatter, cues in the environment, gestures, and so on.

During inferencing, information implicítly known about the language may

be brought to consciousness even through a rule that has not been articu-

lated. The context of a passage or message may also be used to infer

meanings of unknor¿n words on forms. The inferencing strategy is primarily

one of comprehension, but may be used in conjunction with monitoring for
production tasks.

Each of these strategies may be used for language in oral or wtítten
modalities, as certain strategies in one modalíty may facilitate language

learning of that type only

Critical Considerations

Sinrilar ro Bialystok (1978), Srern (f975)

referred to language learning strategies as the

which Èhe language learner engages. Stern has

and Rubin (1975) have

conscious enterprises in

suggested that the learner
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employs general strategies, more or less deliberate approaches, and specífic

techni-ques, observable forms of language learning behavÍor. As a result,

Stern has draum up a list of ten strategies of good learners:

l. Planning Strategy
A personal learning style or positive learning strategy.

2. Active Strategy
An active approach to the learníng task.

3. Ernpathic Strategy
A tolerant and outgoing approach to the TL and íts speakers.

4. Formal Strategy
Technical know-how of how to tackle a language;

5. Experimental Strategy
A methodical buÈ flexible approach to devêloping the TL into
an ordered sysbem and constantly revising it.

6. Semantic Strategy
Constant searching for meaning.

7. Practice Strategy
I{illingness to pracËice. ,

B. Cormnunication Strategy
Ialillingness to use the TL in real communicatíon.

9. Monitoring SËrategy
Self-monitoring and critical sensitivity to language use.

10. Internalization Strategy
Developing L, more and more as a separate reference system and
learning to -think in iË

Stern himself, has described this list as "highly speculative'r and

and needing confirmation, modification, or rebuttal.

Rubin (1975) defines strategy slighËly different from sternrs, as

she does not make the distinction between general strategies and specific

techniques, but defines strategies as "Ëhe-techniques or devices which a

learner may use to acquire knowledge" (Rubin, L9752 43). She has defined

seven stralegies:

t. , The good language learner ís a willing and accurate guesser.

2. The good language rearner has a strong drive to comaunicate,
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or to learn from communication. He is willing to do many
things to get his message across.

The good language learncr is ciften not inhibited. He is
wÍlling to appear foolish if reasonabre communication results.
He is willing to make mistakes in order to learn and. to com-
municate. He is willing to live with a ccrtain amount of
vagueness.

rn addition to focusing on communication, the good language
learner is prepared to attend to form. The good languãge
rearner is constantly looking for patterns in the languãge.

The good language learner practices.

The good language learner monitors his own and the speech of
others. That is, he is constantly attending to how well hís
speech is being received and whether his performance meets
the standards he has learned.

The good language learner attends to meaning. He knows that
in order to understand the message, it is not sufficient to
pay attention to the grammar of the language or to the surface
form of speech.

Rubin has continued to define her list of strategies more precisely

by further studies which will be valuable contributions to research on

language learning strategies.

Learner Characteris tics

Bialystok!s (f978) model may also account for differences between lan-

guage learners which may be aËtributed to individual learner characteristics.

These are measures such as aptitude, attitude, motivation, personaliËy, and

other variables. These factors will determine the efficiency r,rith which the

model will operate for particular individuals, r¿ithout altering the nature

of that operation in terms of possible strategíes or processes.

Gardner and Lambert (1972) have thoroughly investigated attitude and

motivation- Brovm (1973) pointed out that affective variables such as irni-

tation, self-concept, introversion/extroversion, and aggresion have to be

exarnined for -their effects on L, acquisition. Research investigation on

the role of personaliËy characteristics (Naiman eË al., 1978) indicate

3.

4.

5.

6.

7-
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effects attritrutable to the success in L, achievement. The results of these

studies demonstrated differential effects on various types of criterion

measures of achíevement.

CONCLUSION

This study is an aËtempt to explore certain relationships between

learning strategies, learner characteristics and achievement. From the

review of the literature, various assumptíons can be made. According,:to

Krashenr s (L977 ) Monitor Model, rules that are easy to learn should indi-

cate higher achievement under monÍtored conditions, than under monitor-

free conditions. Therefore, Hypothesis Seven should show a difference

between the results of the monitored and monitor-free criterion measures

of achievement.

Studies by Gardner and Lambert . (1972), Krashen (L977.), Chasraín (1976),

Schumann (f976), Naiman et al. (1978), and Bialystok (1979) have all shown

that attitude measures relate directly to achievement. Since the acquired

system is necessary for all language production according to the Monitor

Model, this means LhaË affective variables will show a relationship t-o Lz

achievement for all tests of L, performance in adults. Therefore, Hypo-

theses Five and Eight should show a relationshíp between Lr learner

character:istics and the criterion measures of achievement.

Krashen (1979) presented the results of Brainets (1971) study as

evidence that language acquisiÈion was involved r.vhen the adult subjecÈs

were able Ëo discriminate betr+een ttanomaloustt and ttgrammaticaltt sentences

of an artificial, meaningless language. Krashen sËated that the adults do

not depend on a set of consciously learned rules, but relied on v¡hether a

sentence ttsounded righttt. The ttunsuret' response to the Certáinty choices

of the Aural Grammar test would also give the researcher a measure of
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"6ee1ing" between the grade nine and grade eleven students, and provide

some interesting results for Hypothesis Two.

Stern (1975) and Rubin (I975) presented theoretical discussions about

the relationships of language learning strategies and achievement, while

Bialystok and Fröhlich (1977), Naiman er al. (1978), and Bialystok (1978)

conducted empirical studies. Bialystok's (Lg7B) results indicated a

difference in the use of her strategies, formal practicing, functional

practicing, monitoring and inferencíng, between grade ten , and grade

twelve students, a signíficanË difference between the use of the three

strategies with monitoríng and inferencing used more often than practicing,

and no:significant difference between oral and rnrritten modalitÍes of the

strategies. Ilypotheses one, Three, Four, six and Nine may show whether

the pattern of differences and relationshíps are the same.
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METHODOLOGY

SUBJECTS

Subjects for this study were the French as a second language students

in grade nine and grade eleven aE three schools in the same suburban school

divisíon. These schools are situated in an average socio-econoruic area

and were seen as representing an average population of pupils at these tr,¡o

grade levels.

There \^¡as a total populatÍon of 63 subjects with 33 students in grade

nine and 30 students in grade eleven. As two schools were used to obtain

the total sample of grade eleven students, 22 of these students came from

one school, while the second school had B subjects.

TEST INSTRUMENIS

Independent Variables

A questionnaÍre was developed by the researcher ín which respondents

are asked to express endorsement or rejection of an attitude statemenÈ or

of a learning strategy (see APPENDTX A). The questionnaire employs a

structured response mode, that of a scale with a series of gradations.

It is a four-point scale of degree of agreement indicating "strongly agree",

ttagreett, ttdisagreett, and ttsËrongly disagree" which were assigned values

of 3, 2r 1, and 0, respectively. Therefore, higher scores indicate greater

use of the strategy. The statements on the strategies incorporate the tr^ro

parameters of modality and purpose, and are based; on'those ,formed by Biålystok

(1978) for her questionnaire."
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Formal Practice - Oral: Listen to each of the following sources in

order to learn structures or improve pronunciation - radio, television,

movies, people.

Formal Practice - I^Irítten: Read the following to learn new vocabu-

lary or structures -- ne\,rspapers anð. magazines, labels on packages and

grocery items, books, brochures and pamphlets.

Monitoring - oral: Do the following when speaking - plan exactly

how you wíIl say something before you say it, avoid using words or struc-
'tures you are unsure of, correct errors you make while speaking.

MoniËoring - I^Iritten: Do the following when writing - wríte only

what you know is correct, check for spelling or grammar errors and correct

them,rewrite incorrect parts of assignment.s, examineerro-rs on assignments

and correct them in your mind.

Functional Practíce - Oral: Lísten to each of the following out of

interest in the content - radio, television, movies, peopre.

Functional Practice - Llritten: Read each of the following because of

the meaning - nevùspapers and magazines, 1abe1s on packages and grocery

iterns, books, brochures and pamphlets.

The statements on attitudes are based on the research by Nâiman et al.
(1978). Two of the most important variables that rnight be relared to

successful language learning in a formal situation were determined as a

studentts perception of his classroom environment and his overall persona-

lity characteristics. Several measures were combined in order to get a

more accurate picture of these two variables. An enumeration and brief

description of these factors follows:

1. studentrs overall Perception of the classroom Environment

a) student perception of A degree of agreement by the
classroom inforrnality student as to his preferred in_

formality of the classroom



Student learning
modality preference

Studenr perception of
rapport ¡¿ith teacher

d) Student perception of
rapport r¡ith other
s tudents

e) Student reacËion to
teacherrs use of L,

Studentrs Overall Classroom Personatity

a) Student certainty in
hand-raising

Student reaction to being
called upon withouË hand-
raising

c) Student attitude tor¡ards
teacher correction

StudenL attitude
in speaking French

Dependent Variables

Four achievement tests were developed to

competence of the students. It

3s

A degree of agreement by the
student as to his preference to
learn orally or through written
medium

A degree of agreement by the
student as to his general feelings
towards his teacher

A degree of agreement by the
student as to his general feelings
towards the other members of the
class

A degree of agreement by the
student as to his preference
of the language of instruction

A degree of agreement by the
student of his willingness to
take the risk of being v/rong
when he raíses his hand

A degree of agreement by the
student as to his attítude to
being called upon when he had
not raised his hand

A degree of agreement by the
student as to his attítude to
being corrected in general

A degree of agreenent by the
student as to his attitude to
speaking the language in f¡ont
of the other students.

measure the linguistic

measures of receptive and

to the students.

b)

c)

b)

d)

productive competence should be

was felt thaË

adminis trated

A test of elicited imitation was developed. Naiman (L974) showed

that subjects \^rere not able to repeat accurately structures they díd not

know, hor^¡ever, they were often able to repeat structures that they were in

the process of acquiring. Therefore, irn-itation rnras a valid source of
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informatíon about a studentrs productive L. competence, but a conservativez

estimate of receptive competence.

In the ImltationLest (See APPENDIX B) the student is asked to repeat

heard each twice on the tape.ten sentences as best he can, after he has

He is given one practice example.

The Aural Grammar Test used in this study was developed by Bialystok

and Fröhlich (1978a) (See APPENDIX C). This resr requires srudenrs to make

formal grammatical judgements about lánguage which is presented oral1y

thus testing aural coÍIpetence. The responses also reflect the degree to

which conscious knowledge of the L, rules motivated the studentsr decisions.

French sentences are presented one at a time on tape and the task is to

deternrine if the sentence contains a grammatical error and, if so, to iden-

tify the error. Three types of errors were used based on research done by

Naiman et al . (1978) on error -frequency. Adjective errors'(A) were formed

by placing an adj:ective in the \¡/rong position in relation to the noun it

modifíed; pronounerrors (P) were established by placing direct or ÍndirecË

object pronouns in the \,ürong position in relation to the verb; and verb

errors,'(V) were created by incorrectly forming the "pass/ "ornpo"/" by

using an inappropriate form of the auxiliary verb or the past partÍclple.

In addition, several sentences \,,rere left intact and therefore constítuted

Correct items (C).

The test consists of 24 sentences with Adjective errors in six, pronoun

errors in six, Verb errors in six, and six sentences which retain their

Correct form. The student heard each sentence trnrice with a 15 second pause

after the second repetition. The test \n/as preceded by taped instructions

in English with a practice example containing a pronoun error.

In addition, a measure of the Certainty of each response was included

Èo determine the explicitness wíth which students identified the different
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errors. Krashen (1977) proposes that students' responses are based on

conscious knowledge or intuition. The assumption for this section is that

if the studentts response r¡ras based on a conscious and explicÍt ru1e, then

the learner would be certain of its correctness. A response derived nebu-

lously would be a less certain one, while responses that are not supported

by a known rule, would lead the learner to be less convinced of the ansr¿erts

correctness. StudenËsr certainty of each response is indicated by selecting
one of the alternatives ttsurett, ttunsurett, or rtguessirrgtt.

A Translation Test was developed to be used in both modalitíes, oral
and written (See APPENDIX D). The same test is used with a change ín the

sentance order presentation. This test requires students to translate l0
English sentences whereby producing standard French morphology an¿ syntax.

The test sentences contain five elements of. L, formal learning with síx
items per erement. The erements are listed in Table 1, and have been

selected to represent specific morpheme categories and syntactic patterns.

Thbse five structures were selected as they can be employed in both moda-

lities, and some have been studied in first and second language acquisition

research (Brown, L973', Dulay and Burt, Lg74). rn the oral version, the

student is given a typed list of the sentences, and instructed to translate

them orally into French on a tape after the English sentence is read once.

rn the written versÍ-on, a typed sheet with the sentences are handed

the students as a group and ínstructed to write the French translation

the paper provided.

to

on
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TABLE I

FIVE STRUCTURES OF TRANSLATION TEST

S truc tures Examples

Adj ec tives

Poss essíves

le nouveau magasin

la classe difficíle

notre {col.e

mon frère

Object Pronouns

Direct Objects píerre le ferme

Indirect'Objects 11 leur lit

Prepositíons avec vos arnis

avant neuf heures
/t

Passé Composé with ttavoirtt Nous avons vendu

Jrai fini
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ADMINISTRATION OF INSTRI]MENTS

Procedure

All tests were administered by the investigator in the period from

Apríl 20, 1981 to l"fay B, 1981. A timetable was set up scheduling rhe

grade nine class and the two grade eleven classes at dífferent time period.s

for the adrn-Lnistration of the questionnaire and the four criterion measures

(See APPENDIX E). Before the adminísËratÍon of the instruments, a brief

explanaËion of the purpose of the class visÍts and subsequent tests \,üas

provided. The students v¡ere told that the researcher \¡ras interested in

finding out how French as L, was learned in a regular school program. rt

was emphasízed that all their responses would be kept confidential and

that they r¿ou1d have no effect on their school marks.

Ques tionnaire and Adminis tration

The questionnaire was administered after one of Lhe criterion measure

tests. The questionnaire was done silently and independently with all

directions printed prior to each part. }{o ti*" lirlit was imposed., but

it was found that mosË of the grade nine students completed the question-

naire in approximately fífteen nrinutes, while the grade eleven students

only needed approxirnately ten minutes.

Achievement TesËs and Adrninistration

The four criterion measures of achievement were adrn-lnistered beginning

with the luÉtation Test, followed by the Aural Grammar Test, the Oral Trans-

latíon Test and finally the l,Iritten Translatíon Test.

an

by

The rmitation Test rüas conducted individually with each

office area close to the French classroom. All directions

the investigator and played to the student. The studentst

student in

were recorded

responses
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vJere taped on a second cassette player and transcríbed for analysis purposes

Each student r,¡as schedul-ed for a ten minute session, but the students com-

pleted the test in approximately seven minutes.

The Aural Grammar Test was administered in the French classroom to the

entire class-. All dírections v/ere recorded by the investigator and played

to the students as they foltowed along with the abbreviated printed form.

All respons.es r¡/ere placed on score sheets devised by the investigator. The

duratíon of the test rnTas approximately twenty-fi¡ze minutes.

The Oral Translatlon Test was administered in the second week of

testing. It was conducted individually with each student in an office area

close to the French classroom. All directions r.rere recorded by the inves-

tigator and played to the students as they followed along with the printed

form. The studentst responses vrere taped on a second cassette player and

transcribed for analysis purposes. Each student was scheduled for a ten

minute session and generally cornpleted the test withÍn this time with some

students at both grade levels requiring about three additional mlnutes.

The I^lritten Translation TesÈ r,ras administered to each class exactly

eight days after the Oral Translatíon Test. It r¿as conducted in the French

classroom with the entire class. The I,rÏritten Translation TesË was done

silently and independently with all necessary directions printed on the

sheet. No tirne limit rùas Ímposed, but it was found that most of the grade

nine students completed the test in approximately t\ùenty m-inutes, while

the grade eleven studenÈs only required approximately fifteen minutes.
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SCORTNG THE INSTRIIMENTS

All the scoríng was completed by the investigator. Separate scores

for forrual and functional practice and monitoring in combination with oral

or written modalíty, crrnulative scores for each of the modalities and each

strategy were calculated. Scores were also determined for the attitude

questionnaire based on the s'tudentts overall perception of the classroom

envirorunent and the studentrs overall classroom personarity.

The sentences of the Imitation Test vJere divided into a number of

basic syntactic unít.s for the purposes of scoring. For example, the

sentence, "Tr m'as ilonnJ 
"on 

cahier ïougê'.rt r¿as considered to be made up

of the following four syntactic unlts: Tu/mr /as aonn{/son cahier rouge.

The ten sentences contained. 41 units. As a broad measure of linguistic

competence based on oral productiorr, 
" trtio of the nr¡nber of uníts

rePeated correctly to the Èotal number of 41 unÍÈs was calculated for

each subject. Tor example, if a grade nine subject had accuratery

repeated 25 units, his score would be 25/4L = 60.97"/". The subjects had

to repeat the entire linguistic unit accurately Ín order for it to be

scored as correct. For example, tf a subject ïepeated ttsattcahier rouge

ínstead of ltsontt cahíer rouge, the whole unit would be marked as incorrect.

For the purpose of scoríng the Aural Granrnar TesÈ, the nr¡nber of

times an error was coriectly identífÍed was totalled, making possÍble a

score of síx for each of the four categories, and a total score of 24.

The Certainty responses were given values of two for "suretr, one for
trunsure", and zero for 'rguessing". These scores \,Jere totalled for those

ans\ùers in which the error vTas correctly identÍfÍed and divided by the

number correct in that .onuraron to yleld a certainty score ouÈ of tr¿o
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for each of the four areas. There \^Ias no analysis performed on the cer-

tainËy of incorrect ansv/ers.

Each student, therefore, had four pairs of scores calculated; one for

each of the errors. The first scoïe of the pair represents the number of

tiines out of síx the error was identified correctly; the second score repre-

sents the certainty with whích the responses are associated. For example,

a grade eleven studenÈ who had detected the Pronoun error four times out of

six and indicated that three times he was sure and once he was guessing

would receive four for Ntrmber Correct and2*2+2+2= L.50 for Certainty.
4

The Oral Translation Test r¡¡as scored by totalling the number of tímes

the structures were correctly rrsed, making a possible score of six for

each of the five srructures, and a total score of 30. The I^Iritten Trans-

lation Test was scored in the same manneï except. that only a ! point was

deducted. for correct spellìng but wrong accent on t\^ro r¿ords, "apràs" and

ttprès dett.

STAT]STTCA], ÀNALYSES

There !üere several statistical techniques applíed to the data.

A rnultiple ïegression analysis was usecl to determine v¡heËher any of the

language learning strategies or the affective classroom variables were sígni-

ficant in predicting success in achievement.

A T-test t¡as usecl to determine whether or noL there r¡las a significant

difference between gracle níne and. gra¿le eleven students in language learníng

strategíes, affeQtive variables, and. criterion measrrres of achisrrement.

A T-test waò used to determine v¡hether or not there \¡/as a signlficant

difference between the oodalities of the language learning strategies in

{,f ¿lsi:rr.;_: :.füBJà

{ jù-i?rl.ïìIiÞ

hoth grade 1eve1s.



Chapter 4

ANALYSES OF THE DATA

The purpose of this study vras to obtain empÍrical data to deterrn-ine the

relationship between language learning strategies and criterion measures of

achievement at the ninth and eleventh grade. A second aim of the study was

to deternrine the relationship between student's attitude toward his learning

environment, studentrs classroom personality characteristics and criterion

measures of achievement at the ninth and eleventh grade.

The data obtained \,ùas processed through the University of l"fanítoba

Computer Centre.

The initíal phase of the analyses involved a descriptive analysis of

the data, including a survey of the dispersíon of scores within each variable

with exarn-ination of the range, mean and standard deviation found in the

questionnaire and each test.

In the second phase of the analysis, the ra\r scores on the tests were

correlated in order to discover the relationship between the language

learning strategies and each criterion measure, as well as the relationship

between the affective classroom variables and each criterion measure. A

nultiple regression analysis ü/as used with null hypotheses one through five.

The next phase of the análysis \{as concerned with cornparing scores

for grade nine and for grade eleven students in the use of language learning

strategies, modaliÈies, affective classroom variables, and criterion measures.

A T-test to äetermine sígnificant differences was used wíth nuII hypotheses

six through nine.
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DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES OF STRATEGIES, PERSONALITY,
AìID ENVIRONMENT QI]ESTIONNAIRE

Part I of the questíonnaire deals with the three language learning

strategies, formal practice, monitoring, and functional practice, as well

as ín terms of modality in which they are exercised.

Table 2 shows the results of the formal practice strategy at grade

nine and at grade eleven. The range of scores for formal practice oral
(Part I, Section A) at grade nine is from 0 to 17, with a mean of 10.091.

The range of scores at grade eleven is from 4 to 15, with a mean of g.200.

The highesË possible score is 18. The range of scores for formal practice

r¿riËten (Part r, section B) at grade nine is from 7 to lB, with a mean of

LL.424. The range of scores at grade eleven is from I to 17, with a mean

of 8.933. The highesr possible score is 1g.

TABLE 2

FORMAL PRACTICE SCORE RANGE, MEAN SCORES, AND
STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR GRANES NINE AND

ELEVEN

Strategy Formal Practice

Modality Oral hlritten

Range Mean S .D. Range Mean S. D.

Grade

N=33

Grade

N=30

I1

0-17

4-15

10 .091

B .200

3.76r

2.999

7-18

1-l 7

LL.424

8.933

2.862

3.342
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Table 3 shows the results of the monitoring strateg-y at grade nine

and at grade eleven. The range of scores for monitoring oral (part r,

section c) at grade nine is from 3 to 9, rvith a mean of 6.091. The range

of scores at grade eleven is from 2 Lo g, with a mean of. 5.g67. The

highest possible score is 9. The range of scores for monitoring written

(Part r, section D) at grade nine is from 4 to 12, with a mean of 7.L52.

The range of scores at grade eleven is from 2 to lO, with a mean of.6.767.

The highest possible score is 12.

TABLE 3

MONITORING SCORE RANGE, WN SCORES, AND
STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR GRÁDES NINE

AND ELEVEN

S trategy Monitoring

Modalíty 0ra1 Inlritten

Range Mean S.D. Range Mean S.D.

Grade

N=33

Grade

N=30

11

3-9

2-9

6.09L

5.867

L.466

r.634

4-L2

2-to

7 .Lsz

6.767

1. 873

L.547

Table 4 shows the

nÍne and grade eleven.

(Part I, Section E) at

The range of scores at

results of the functional practice strategy at grade

The range of scores for functional practl-ce oral

grade nine is from 1 to 9, with a mean of 5.303.

grade eleven is from 0 Èo 9, wiÈh a mean of 5.633.
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The highest possible score is 9. The range of scores for functional

practice written (Part r, section F) at grade nine is from I to 9, with

a mean of 5.273. The rarL}e of scores at grade éleven ís from 0 to 9,

with a mean of 5.700. The highest possible score is 9.

TASLE 4

FIJNCTIONAL PRACTICE SCORE RANGE, MEAN SCORES, AND
STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR GRADES NINE AND

ELEVEN

S trategy Functional Practice

Modality Oral Written

Range Mean S.D. Range Mean S. D.

Grade

N=33

Grade

N=3.0

11

1-9

0-9

5 .303

5. 633

L.862

2.220

1-9

0-9

5.273

5.700

2.L69

2.L68

ParÈ II of the qtrestíonnaire deals with two affective classïoom varia-

bles, the studenËts classroom personality and classroom environment. Tab1e

5 shows the results of the affective classroom variables aË grade nine and

at grade eleven.

The range of scores for Ëhe studentrs classroom environment (part II,
section G) at grade nine is from B to 16, with a mean of 11.485. The range

of scores at grade eleven is from 6 to 16, wíth a mean of L2.000. The .

highest possible score is lB.
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The range of scores for the studentts classroom personality charac-

teristics (Part r, section H) at grade nÍne is from 0 to 12, with a mean

of 7.545. The range of scores at grade eleven is from o to L2, with a

mean of 7.467. The highesr possibie score ís L2.

TA3LE 5

AFFECTIVE CLASSROOM VARIABLES SCORE RANGE, WN SCORES,
AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR GRADES T{INE AND

ELEVEN

Affective
Classroom
Variables

Classroom
Environment

Classroom
Personali ty

Range Mean S.D. Range Mean S.D.

Grade

N=33

Grade

N=30

11

B-16

6-16

11.48s

12 .000

2.647

2.L87

o-L2

0-12

7.545

7 .467

2.670

3. r70

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES OF RESPONSES TO IMITATION TEST

Table 6 shows the resulÈs of the ImitatÍon Test at grade nine and at

grade eleven. As previously described, a ratio of the number of units

repeated correctly to the total number of 4I units was calculated for each

subject. For example, if a grade nine subject had. accurately repeated 25

units, his score would be 25/4I = 60.g77". The percentage range of scores

for grade nine is from 31.70 to 82.92, with a mean of 54.467. The percen-

tage range of scores at grade eleven is from 29.26 to 97.56, with a mean

of 67.475. The highest possible score for the rest ís 1002.
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TABLE 6

PERCENTAGE OF IJNITS CORRECTLY REPEATED ON I}fITATION TEST
FOR GRADES NINE AND ELEVEN

Criterion Measure Irn-Ltation Test

Range Mean S.D.

Grade

N=33

Grade

N=30

11

3r.70-82 .92

29.26-97 .56

54.461

67.475

13.873

L7.475

ÐXSCRIPTIVE ANALYSES OF RESPONSES TO AURAL GRA},ßIAR TEST

Table 7 shows the results of the Aural Grammar Test at grade nine and

at grade eleven. For these scores, a ratio of the number of correct error

tyPes identified Èo the tot.al number of sentences present r^ras calculated.

for each subjecÈ. For example, if a subject had identifíed the error types

correcËly in 10 sentences, his score on the test would be 10/24 = 4L.66"Å.

The percentage range of scores for grade nine is from 20.83 to 54.16, with

a mean of 36.865. The percentage range of scores for grade eleven is from

16-66 to 70.83, wiËh a mean of 42.9L4. The highesr possible score for rhe

tesË is 1007".
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TABLE 7

PERCENTAGE OF ERROR TYPES CORRECTLY IDENTIFIED
ON AURAI GRAMMAR TEST FOR

GRADES NINE AND ELEVEN

Criterion Measure Aural Grammar Test

Range Mean S.D.

Grade

N=33

Grade

N=30

l1

20.83-s4 .L6

16.66-70.83

36 .865

42.9L4

9.834

r3 .138

Table B shows the mean scores for four categories of sentences in the

Aural Gr.ar¡nnar Test. The highest possible score for each category is 6.

TABLE B

I'ßAN SCORES FOR NUI"ÍBER CORRECT FOR EACH CATEGORY
OF AURAI, GRAMMAR TEST

Criterion Measure Aural Grammar Test

Category Adj ective Pronoun Verb Correct

Grade

N=33

Grade

N=30

11

2.33

2.23

2.85

3. 40

2.09

L.97

I.sB

2.70
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Table 9 shows the mean values for the certainty scores of the four

categories of sentences in the Aural Grammar Test. The :highest possible

score for each category ís 2.

TASLE 9

MEAN SCORNS FOR CERTAINTY AVERAGE FOR EACH
CATEGORY OF AURAL GRA]"fl{AR TEST

Criterion Measure Aural Grammar Test

Category ¡

Adj ective Pronoun Verb Correct

Grade

N=33

Grade

N=30

11

1.00

L.49

1.06

L.45

0. 84

r.26

0.94

1.11

The nurnber correct and certainty average are plotted in Figure 4 for

grade úine and Figure 5 for grade eleven.
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DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES OF RESPONSES TO ORAL TRANSLATION TEST

Table 10 shows the results of the Oral Translation Test at grade nine

and at grade eleven. For these scores, a ratio of the number of correct

grammatícal elements to the total number of elements present \nras calculated

for each subject. For example, if a subject had correctly translated

ora11y 16 of the grammatical elements, hÍs score on the test woulò, L6/30 =

53.33"/". The percentage range of scores for grade nine is from 0.00 to

86.66, with a mean of 34.23g . The percentage range of scores for grade

eleven ís from 13.33 Ëo 83.33, with a mean of 45.109. The highesr possible

score for the test is IOjy".

TABLE 10

PERCENTAGE OF GRAMMATICAI ELEMENTS CORRECTLY TRANSLATED
ORALLY ON ORAI TRANSLATION TEST FOR

GRADES NINE AND ELEVEN

Criterion Measure Oral Translation Test

Range Mean S .D.

Grade

N=33

Grade

N=30

11

0 .00-86 .66

13.33-83.33

34.239

4s.I09

l-9.207

23.008

Table l1 shows the mean scores of the five grammatical elements in the

0ra1 Translation Test. The highest possible score for each element is 6.
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TASLE 1I

MEAN SCORES FOR NU}ßER CORRECT FOR EACH
GRAI,ß{ATICAL ELEMENT OF
ORAL TRANSLATION TEST

Criterion Measure Oral Translatíon Test

Grammatíca1 Element AdjecËive Possessíve Pronoun Preposi tion Verbs

Grade

N=33

Grade

N=30

11

2.6L

3.57

1. 85

2.63

1. 15

1 .16

3 .00

3 .50

1. 85

2.67

The results of the Oral Translation Test vùere transcribed wÍth indications

of the substitutions, omissions, position errors and correct responses given

by every subject. These results were then summed for students within each

grade so that indications cf the gene::al level of acquisitíon, as well as

the substitutions made, vrere avaitable for each grade.

The structures thaË v¡ill be discussed are the five granrnatical elements

present in Ëhe Oral Translation Test:

(a) adjectives

(b) possessive adjectives

(c) direct and indirecË object pronouns

(d) prepositions

(e) verbs (passá 
"o*po"l with "avoir").

The results for Èhe students in each grade can be found in Tables :.2za, L2:b,
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r2:c, rz'.d, and 12:e. rn each part of the tables, all hhe structures for

each of the five categories listed above are presented. For each individual

structure, the following information is provided in each table. After the

name of the structure, there is an indi,cation of the percentage of the

correctly translated grammatical elements performed orally out of the total

number of occurrences. For example, in grade nine where the total number

of occurrences for each element r¿as 33 X I = 33, and the subjects translated

it correctly L7 times, the percentage correct would be 5l.5LZ. In grade

eleven where the total number of occurrences for each element was 30 X I =

30' and the subjects translated it correctly 17 times, the percentage correct

would be 56.67"Á. Following the percentage of correct elements, there are

two numbers, one indicating Ëhe percent,age of omÍssÍons and the other indi-

cating the percentage of errors in position made for these structures out

of the total numbers of occurrences of the structures. For example, in

grade nine íf a structure \¡¡as omitted 6 times, the percentage of omissions

would be 6/33 = fB.LBZ. In grade eleven, if a srructure was placed in the

ü7rong position'6 times, the percentage of errors of position would be 6/30 =

20.00"/". Fbllowing the errors of positíon, there is a number indicating the

percenËage of substitutions made for these structures out of the toÈal

nur¡:bers of occurrences of the structures. For example, in grade eleven if

a structure was substituted 6 tímes, the percentage of substitutions would.

be 6/30 = 20.OO%. rn addition, there is a tabulation of the substitutions

for each of the individual enumerated structures with'itwo percentages

following each: (a) the percentage of the total number of substitutions

thàt were made using this form; (b) the percenÈage of the toËal occurrences

of the model structure that were substituted by this individual form. For

example, in grade níne where the total number of occurrences for each elemenË

is 33 and there l¡ras a total of 6 substittrtions, the percenLage of substitutions



r,rould be

of these

9 .09"/".

LB.IB"/".

6 times,

If

(a)

Ehat element r,ras

would be 3/6 or

56

substituted by another element 3 out

50.002, while (b) would be 3/33 or

Discussion of Table L2 a-e

Adjectives - Table l2:a

From Table r2:a, it is crear that the competence of the subjects, on

the adjectives enumerated, increases from grade nine Ëo grade eleven (eva-

luated by the percentage of correct responses performed orally out of the

tot.al number of oecurrences of the structures).

Turning to the data, it is clear that the two adjectives that are both

masculine and feminine in gender, rrdifficiletr and rtrougetl, have a very

high percenLage of correcÈly translated forms performed orally. In the

remaining four grammatical elements, it is evident that there are a great

number of different types of substitutions made by the students. However,

the most frequent substítution was the gender of the adjectives - i.e.,
the formation of the adjective by substituting the unsculíne form for the

f eminine one and the f enrinine f orm for the masculine one. I^Iith the feminine

adjectives, the frequency of substitution of the feurinine form for the

masculine form of the adjective could be an indication of the general trend

of the prior acquisition of the masculine (or unmarked) form.

Another observation is that there are frequent errors mad.e Ín the

positÍon of the adjective, however, thís error decreases from grade nine

to grade eleven.
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TABLE 12:a

RESPONSES OF STRUCTURES ON ORAL
TRANSLATION TESÎ -- ADJECTIVES

Grade 9

DIFFICILE Correcr 63.64
Omission 12.12
posiElon lB.1g
Omission + position

6 .06

ROUGE Correct 63.64
poslrlon 36.36

GR¡NDE Correct 39.39
Onlsslon 12.12
posftlon 3.03
Substiruríoû 45.45

Substituted by
grand
grosse
grand *

pos i t ion
large *
. posit.lon

VERTE Correct 33.33
Ourission 6.06
Posítion 18.18
Substitution 42.42

SubstÍtuted by a b

vert 78 .57 33.33
vert +
posirlon 2I.43 9.09

LONGUE Correcr 33.33 .
Onisslon 21.21
poslElon 12.12
Subsrfturion 33.33

SubstituÈed by a b
long 63.64 2I.Zl
long *
postrion 27 .2j 9.09

grande *
posltlon 9,09 3.03

NOIIVEAU Correct 27.27
Omission 24.24
Posirion 21.21
Omisslon *
Positlon 3.03

Subst.itutf on 24.24

SubsÈltuted by a b
nouvelle 50.00 I2,12
nouvelle *
posÍÈLon 37.50 9.09

v1lle *
positlon 12.50 3.03

GR.ANDE

Substituted by a
grand 6I.54
gros 30.77
grand *
poslrion 7.69

Grade 1l

Correcc 66.67
Onission 3.33
Position 3.33
Pronunciation 26-67

Correct 83.33
Posicion L6.67

Correct 50.00
PosÍtion 6.67
SubsÈirurlon 43.33

DI FFICILE

ab
73.33 33.33
13.33 6 .06

6.67 3.03

6.67 3.03

b
26.67
13.33

3 .33

vEKtll correct 46.67
Omission 3.33position 6.67
Subsitutfon 43.43

SubsEiÈuted by a b

verr 6I.54 26.67
vert. +
position 2j.08 L0.00

jaune *
position 7.69 3.33

green 7.69 3.33

LONGUE Correcr 43.33
OnÍssion 6.67
Positíon 20.00
Subsrirurlon 30.00

Substltuted by a
long 22-22 6.67
long *
posftLon 66.67 20.00

grand Ll. It 3.33

NOUVEAU Correct 66.67
Onission 3.33
PositLon 3.33
Substitutlon 26.67

Substiruted by a b
nouvelle 87.50 23.33
nouvelle *
positlon 12.50 3.33
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TABLE 12:b

RESPONSES OF STRUCTURES ON ORAL TRANSLATION
TEST -- POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES

Grade 9

Correct 69.70
Onission 6.06
Substitutlon 24.24

ab
50.00 I2.I2
37 .50 9.09
12.50 3.03

Correct 3.33
Ornission 30.30
Substitutio¡ 66.66

Substituted by
moi

Grade 11

Correct 93.33
Subsltutlon 6.67

ab
r00.00 6.67

Substltuted by
ma
mol
aon

Substituted by
nos
1r
nous
votre 1r
son
tDOn

ton
1es
votre
vot.re les

Substituted by
1ui
t1
ses
ton
1e

Substltuted by

ab
22.73 15.15
18.18 L2.I2
L3.64 9.09
9.09 6 ,06
9.09 6.06
9.09 6.06
4.55 3.03
4.55 3.03
4.54 3.03
4 .54 3.03

SubstituÈed by
nous
1r
nos
nous 1r
à1'
vos It

Correct 43.33
Omissfon 6.67
Substitution 50,00

ab
46.66 23.33
20.00 10.00
13 .33 6 .67
6.67 3.33
6.67 3.33
6 .67 3.33

Correct 30.30
Omission 15.15
SubstiËutÍon 54.54

Correct 30.00
Omíssion 10.00
Substitution 60.00

ab
27.77 l-6.67
22.22 13.33
11.11 6 .67
11.11 6.67
11.11 6.67
5.56 3.33
5.56 3.33
5.56 3.33

Correct 13.33
OmissÍon 3.33
Substitution 83.34

ab
56.00 46.67
8.00 6.67
8.00 6 .67
4.00 3.33
4.00 3.33
4.00 3.33
4.00 3.33
4.00 3.33
4.00 3.33
4.00 3 .33

ab
50.00 27.27
33.33 18.18
5.55 3.03
5.56 3.03
s.56 3.03

Substltuted by
1ul
i1
ses
ton
Ie
leur
eux
ce

TA Correct 15.15
Onission 6.06
Substl-tution 78.78

tu 34.60 27.27
ton 26.92 2L.2I
sa 7.69 6.06
ûa 7.69 6.06
son 3.85 3.03
votre 3.85 3.03
elle ma 3.85 3.03
il ma 3.E5 3.03
nous 3.85 3.03
lui 3 .85 '3 . 03

Substltuted by
ton
tu
Èof
sa
votre
nous
vo t¡s
1a
vos
¡!¿t
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Table 12:b (Cont.)

SubstlÈuted by
1e
vos
les
elIe (s )
son
ses
il(s)

Substltuted by
les
ses
tes
son
fl(s)
eLIe.(s )
vous
ton
1e

Correct 53.33
O¡nlssion 3.33
Substltution 43,33

23.08
15 .39
15 .39

7 .69
7 .69
7 .69
7 .69
7 .69
7 .69

b
I0.00
6.67
6.67
? ??

3.33
3.33
? 1â

3. 33
3. 33

CorrecÈ 30.00
Omlssion 3.33
SubsÉíLutlon 66.66

ab
35.00 23.33
30.00 20.00
20.00 13.33
5.00 3.33
5.00 3.33
5.00 3.33

CorreeÈ 48.48
Onission 21-21
Substírutfon 30.30

a
30 .00
20.00
10.00
10-00
10 .00
10.00
10 .00

b
9.09
6.06
3.03
3.03
3.03
3.03
3.03

Correct 21.21
Onisslon 12.12
Subsitution 66.66

SubsÈltuted by
. ton

tes
vo r¡s
sa
votre
vous 1l
toi
1r
il(s)'
son
leur(s )

a
27 .27
L3.64
13 .64
13.64

4 .55
4.s5
4 .55
4.54
4.s4
4.54
4.s4

b
18.18
9.09
9.09
9.09
3 .03
3 .03
3.03
3.03
3.03
3.03
3.03

Substicuted by
vous
tes
ton
votre
nos
les

- Possessive Adjectives - Table 12:b

It appears from the data that the correct formation of the possessive

adjective does not increase from grade nine to grade eleven. As a matter of
fact, the correct oral translation of ttsonttand rrtarr decreases slightly from

grade to grade.

Tt is evident from the data that there are a great number of different

types of subsÈitutionsmaHeby the

appears to be the substiËution of

sive adjective. In addition, the

of one person for another, ê.g.,

e.g., ttmatt for ttmontt appear to be

students. The most frequent subsËitutíon

a subject or object pronoun for the posses-

substitution of the possessive adjective
ttsontt for ttmontt and a gender substítution,

equally frequent.
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TAILE 12:c

RESPONSES OF STRUCTURES ON ORAL TRANSLATION TEST _-
DIRECT AND INDIRECT OBJECT PRONOUNS

(i) Direct 0bject pronouns

Grade 9

Correct 39.39
Onlssfon 12.12
Positlon 6.06
Onission *
Posltfon 3.03

Substitutlon 39.39
SubstÍtuted by

11 +
posltlon 46.I5 fB.18

11 15.38 6.06
1a 15 .38 6 .06
la+
posltlon 7.69 3.03

en 7 .69 3.03
1es *
position 7.69 3.03

Correct 3.03
Omfssion 15.15
Subsitution 81.81

SubstituËed by
lul +
position 48.15 39.39

iI(s-) +
position 18.52 15.15

1ui t8.52 I5.I5
le 7.4I 6.06
le*
posltl-on 3. 70 3.03

1es *
position 3.70 3.03

Correct 6.06
Oroisslon 24.24
Subsrirution 69.69

SubstiÈuted by
à el1e +
position 30.43 2I.21

elIe *
position 17,39 lZ.Iz

lui 17 .39,, I2.I2
àroi+
position 13.04 9.09

lui *
position 4.35 3.03

e11e 4.35 3.03
de son *
-positfon 4.35 3,03
a sa*
\ position 4,35 3.03
ases+
posiÈlon 4.35 3.03

Substltuted by
fl +

pos i tlon
en
lul +
position

sa+
pos ition

Èl

1a

Grade 11

Correcr 46.67
Omfssfon 6.67
Position I0.00
Subsitution 36.66

ab

45.45 L6.67
18.18 6.67

9 .09

9.09
9.09
9 .09

3. 33

3. 33
3. 33
3.33

LI L' Correct 3.33
Onisslon 20.20
Subsrir.ution 76.67

SubstfÈuÈed by a b
Lul *
posirlon 39.13 30.00

Luf L7 .39 13.34
fl(s) +
posirion L7 .39 13.34

Ie 13.04 10.00
se (ce) 4.35 3.33
leur *
posirlon 4.35 3.33

les 4.35 3.33

LA Correct 6.67
Onlssion 10.00
SubsËiturion 83.33

Substituted by a b
elle *
posfrfon 44.00 36.67

lul 16.00 13.33
lul *
poslrl,on 12.00 10.00

elle 8.00 6 .61
à eIle +

r position 8.00 6.67
alul*
posirlon 4.00 3. 33

. Ie 4.00 3.33
Ia fllle +
poslÈlon 4 .00 3.33
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Tabl-e 12: c (Cont. )
(1i) Indtrect 0biecr Pronouns

Grade 9

Mr Correct 12.12
Omisslon 6.06
Subsrirurlon 81.81

SubstiEuÈed by a b
Eol +
poslÈion 55.56

me 18.52
me+
posltl-on 14,81

moÍ 11.11

LUI Cor¡e.ct 21,21
Onfssion 9.09
Positl-on 36.36
Substltution 33.33

Substftuted by a b
fl +
position 54.55 18.18

Ie 18. t8 6.06
1e*
poslÈfon 9.09 3.03

eIIe +
position 9.09 3.03

son +
posLtion 9.09 3.03

Grade 1l

M' Correct.23.33
Orrission 3.33
Subsrlrurlon 73.33

SubstlÈuted by a b
¡noi *
posÍtlon 63.64

me 18.18
mof 9.09
1u1 4.54
mon +
position 4.54

45.45
15 .15

12.T2
9.09

46 .67
13.33
6.67
3.33

3.33

6.67
3. 33

3.33

3.33

J. JJ

"lu*
Correct 33.33
Onission 18.18
Positfon 9.09
Substftutlon.39.39

Substituced by a b
les 30.77 I2.L2
1ls +
position 23.08 9.09

1es *
posltlon 15.38 6.06

le*
positlon 7 .69 3.,03

Iul *
positlon 7.69 3.03

eux +
posltfon 7.69 3.03

me 7.69 3.03

LUI Correct.10.00
Omission 6.67
Posltion 40.00
Subsriturion 43.33

Substftuted by a b
t1 +
posirion 53.85 23.33

le 30 .77 13.33
leur *
position 7.69 3,33

ton +
position 7.69 3.33

LEUR Correct 26.67
Ourission 10.00
Positlon 26.67
SubsLlrurion 36.66

Substlruted by a b
les 27 .27 10.00
Í1s *
posiÈion 18.18 6 .67

lui 18.18
le 9.09
le*
posltion 9.09

lul *
positlon 9.09

pour vous +
posirion 9.09
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Direct Object Pronouns: From the data, it appears that the correct

forrnation of the direct object pronoun increases slightly from grade nine

to grade eleven. It ís evident that there are a great number of different

types of substitutions made by the students. The most colnmon type of sub-

stitution appears to be the substitutíon of a subject pronoun for the direct

ob j ect pronoun, e. g. , ttellett f or ttlatt 
.

Indirect Object Pronouns: From the data, it appears that the correct

formation of the indirect object pronoun d.oes not Íncrease from grade nine

to grade eleven. As a matter of fact, the correct oral translation of ttluirt

and "leur" decreases from grade to grade. ft is evideirt from the data that

there are a great number of different types of substitutions made by the

students. The most cornmon type of substitution appears to be the substitu-

tion of a direct object pronoun for the indirect object pronoun, e.8., "les"
f or trleurtt.

Prepositions - Table 12:d

From Table 12:d, it is clear that the competence of Èhe subject.s, on

the prepositíons enumerated, increases for the most part from grade nine to

grade eleven. However, the major point to note is that the subjects seemed

to have had greater difficulty with some prepositions than with others. An

examination of the performance of the subjects at each grade l-evel on indi-

vidual prepositions r¿ould be valuable for teachers, for iL would provide

them r¿ith the possible indications of difficulty 1eve1s of prepositions.

It is interesting to note that the preposition "à".is the preposition

most frequently substituted for other prepositions.
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ÎABLE 12:d

RESPONSES OF STRUCTURES ON ORAI TRANSLATION
TEST -- PREPOSITIONS

Grade 9

APRES CorrecÈ 45.45
Onission 42.42
SubsËitution 12.I2

Substituted by a b
avec 50.00 6.06
en 25.00 3.03
derrlère 25 .00 3,03

POUR Correct 72.72
O¡lission l-8.18
SubstituÈion 9.09

Substituted by a
à 66.67
de 33.33

AVEC Correct 87.88
Onission 9.09
Substitution 3.03

Substltuted by a
de 100.00

Grade 11

Correct 63.33
Omission 30.00
Substitutlon 6.66

ab
50 .00 3.33
s0.00 3.33

Correct 83.33
Omissfon 13.33
Substitùríon 3.33

b
3.33

Correct 15.15
Omfssion 5I.51
Substítution 33.33

Substituted by
derrière
demaLn

AVANT

Substftuted by
aPles
devant
debout

Correct 86.67
Omisslon 13.33

Correct 30.00
Onisslon 23.33
Subs tiÈutlon 46 .67

ab
7r.43 33.33
2r.43 10.00

7 .I4 3. 33

b
6.06
3.03

Substi_tuted by a b
a 100.00 3.03

AVANT

Substituted by a
après 54.55
demain 9,09
près 9.09
devant 9.09
pres de 9.09
à 9.09

b
f8 .18

3 .03
3.03
3.03
3.03
3.03

DANS Correct 63.64
Onissfon 12.12
Substitution 24.24

SubstituÈed by a b
en 50.00 L2.I2à so.oo t2.r2

PRES DE Correct 9.09
Onissiou 51.52
Substitution 39.39

DANS Correct 80.00
Onisslon 6.67
SubsÈiruÈion 13.33

Subs t1\Èuted by a b
a 50.00 6.67
9n 25.00 3. 33
à r" 25.00 3.33

PRES DE

Substftured by
Pres
dans
a
prochalne de
à côte de

Correct 13.33
Ourisslon 66.67
SubstiÈutlon 20,00

Subs tl.tuted rbya cote
dans
n¡ès
cofe
loin
chez

.après de
a drolte

de
à .ôtá ¿"

ab
23.08 9.09
15.39 6 .06
15.39 6.06
7.69 3.03
7.69 3.03
7.69 3.03
7.69 3.03

7.69 3.03
7.69 3.03

ab
33.33 6.67
16.67 3.33
16 .67 3 .33
]-6.67 3.33
L6 .67 3. 33
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TABLE 12: e

RESPONSES OF STRUCTIJRES ON ORAL
TRANSLATION TEST -- VERSS

(Passá Conposá wlrh "avolr")

LEGEND

nodels
av
I
p.P.

Pres
Apres

(e.g., as donná)
Substltuted by

r-p. p .
Apres
av
r¡ord

a mange; ai flni
a ieí
nange,r; finir
mange; flnl

mange; flnis
a lrange; al fÍnls

eb
40.00 12.I2
20.00 6.06
20.00 6.06
20.00 6.06

AI
¿

Epres
Pers (avons)

a11er
word sub

a ûEnger; af ffnir/est Dange; suis fini
est mange; suis fínis
a.rons *ngá; avons

flnl
vais fLní
ternlné

ab
31.58 20.00
21.05 13.33
15.79 10.00
15.79 10.00
10.53 6.67
5.26 3.33

va mange;
a dlné; ai

Grade 9

3rd per, slng. REG.
Correct 24.24
O¡rission 36 .36
SubsitutÍon 39.39

(e.g., a r.ttgÉ)
Substltuted by a b

I-p.p. 38.46 15.15
av 23.08 9.09
Apres 15.39 6.06
Pres 7.69 3.03
Epres 7.69 3.03
word sub 7.69 3.03

Lst per. pI. REG.
Correcr 33.33
Omlsslon 24.24
SubstftuËlon 42.42

(e.g., avons vendu)
SubstituÈed by a

Grade 11

3rd.. per. sing. REc.
Correct 43.33
Omlssion 6.67
Subsrlrutlon 50.00

(e.g., a r"ttgá¡
Substltuted by e b

I-p.p. 46.67 23.33
Pres 40.00 20.00n L3 .33 6 .67

lst per. pl. REG.

Cor¡ect 30.00
Onfssion 6.67
Subsrfturion 63.33

(e.g., avons vendu)
Substituted by

r¡ord
av
Pres
word sub
p.P.
E

2nd per. sing. REG.

Correct 53.33
Omlsslon 10.00
SubstfÈutlon 36.67

(e.g., as donnd)
Substftutedby Ì a b

r-p.p. 27.27 10.00
Pres 18.18 6 .67
Apres l-B . IB 6.67
E 18.18 6 .67
word 18.18 6.67

Ph 2L.43 9.09
word 2L.43 9.09
Ar 14.29 6.06
aller*r 7.L4 3.03
Pers(a)+I 7.L4 3.03
r¡ord sub 7 .L4 3.03
Apres 7.I4 3.03r 7.r4 3.03
Pres 7.I4 3.03

2nd per. sing. REG.
Correct 36.36
Onission 33.33
SubsrituÈion 30.30
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Table L2:e (Conr.)

1st per. slng. REG.
Correcr 51.52
Onisslon 3.03
Subsrltutfon 45.45

(e.g., a1 flnt)
Subsriruted by a b

P.p. 80.00 36.36
Í 6.67 3.03
Ar 6.67 3.03
v¡ord sub 6.67 3.03

2nd per. pl. REG,
Correcr 36.36
Onission 1g.Ig
Substlrutíon 45.45

-t(e.8., avez -ioue)
Substituted by a b

I-p.p. 20.00 9.09
Pers(avons) 20.00 9.09
av 13.33 6.06
r¿ord 13.33 6 .06
word sub 13.33 6.06
Pres(as) 6.67 3.03
aller 6.67 3.03
i1 je veux 6.67 3.03

3rd per. pl. REG.
Correct 6.06
Onisslon 5I.52
Subsrirution 42.42

(e.'g. , ont trouvá)
Substiruted by a b

Pres
av
Apres
r-p.p.
¡¡ord
Pers (a)

35.71 ls.15
14.29 6.06
I4 .29 6 .06
t4.29 6.06
14 .29 6.06

7 .r4 3.03

lst per. dtng, REG.
Correct 76.67
Ornissíon 3.33
Substfrutlon 20.00

(e.g., ai finl)
Substltuted by a b

P.P. 100.00 20.00

2nd per. pl. RXG,

Correcr 56.67
Onission I0.00
Subsciturlon 33.33

(e. g. , avez I ouá)
SubstfÈuted by a b

I-p.p. 70.00 23.33
Pers (as) 20.00 6.67
Pers(as) * word I0.00 3.33

3rd per. pI. REG.

Correct 6,67
Omission 50.00
Substirion 43.33

(e.g., ont trouvá)
Subs tf t.uted by a b

Pres
ç¡ord
r-p. p.
word sub
av
Epres

30.77 13.33
23.08 10 .00
ls.38 6 .67
15.38 6.67

7 .69 3.33
7.69 3.33
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Past Tense of Verbs - Table 12:e

Beforediscussing the results of the past tense of verbs, two things

must be noted. First, the verbs were tabulated by categories based on the

person of the verb. For example, tta *angát'and "ai fini" \.7ere considered

to be tr^/o occurrences, one of the category third person regular and one of

the category first person regular.

Secondly, the errors made on these verbs vrere categorized into cases

that could be applied to all categories of the verbs. A description of

these various error types wiEh reference to tr^ro models (finir, manger)

appear in Èhe Legend of Table 12:e.

Turning to the data, it is clear that the competence of the subjects,

on the past tense of verbs enumerated, increases for the most part from

grade nine to grade eleven. The most common type of substitution appears

to be the substitution of "r-p.p." for the past tense, i.e., the formation

of the past tense with the use of the past participle or infiniÉive on1y,

omitting the auxilíary (orally, "mangl' = "manger"). This substítution is

higher in grade eleven than in grade nine, appearing, therefore to be a

contrnon and persistent error. I,Iith more data of thÍs type, hypotheses could

be generated about the processes or strategies that resulted in its produc-

tion, as well as some of the other types of errors.

It is evident from Ëhe data that another frequently used substitution

appears to be the substitution of "Pres" for the past Èense, i.e., the

formation of the past tense by the present tense form. This substitution

is higher in grade eleven Lhan in grade nine, appearing therefore to be

a contrnon and persÍstent error.
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DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES OF RESPONSES TO THE
T,iRITTEN TRANSLATION TEST

Table 13 shows the results of the l^lritten Translation Test at grade

nine and at grade eleven. For these scores, a ratio of the number of

correct graimoatical elements to the total number of elements present \^ras

calculated for each subject. For example, if a subject had correctly trans-

lated lnr,r¡lËÈen form 16 of the grammatical elements, his score on the test

r¿ould be 16/30 = 53.33"/". The percentage range of scores for grade nine is
from 3.33 to 9L-66, with a mean of.45.248. The percentage rå.nge of scores

for grade eleven is from 15.00 to 76.66, with a mean of 51.330. The highest

possible score for the test is IOO"/".

TABLE 13

PERCENTAGE OF GRAìO,ÍATICAI ELEI'ßNTS CORRECTLY TRANSLATED
rN KT'TTTEN FORM ON I^]RTTTEN TRANSLATION TEST FoR

GRA-DES N]NE AND ELEVEN

Criterion Measure I^IriËten Translatl_on Test

Range Mean S.D.

Grade

N=33

Grade

N=30

r1

3. 33-91.66

15 .;00-76 .66

45.248

51 . 330

23.008

L5.624
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Table 14 shows the mean scores of the five grammatical elements in

the Written Translation Test. The highest possible score for each element

is 6.

TA3LE 14

MEAN SCORES FOR NIJMBER CORRECT FOR EACH GRAMMATICAL
ELE}ßNT OF I^IRITTEN TRANSLATION TEST

Criterion Measure I^Iritten Translation Test

Grammatical Element Adj ective Posses sive Pronoun Prepos i tion Verbs

Grade

N=33

Grade

N=30

11

2.48

3.07

3 .15

2.43

2.2r

2 .37

J. 33

3 .83

2.36

3.70

The results of the I^Iritten Translation Test were transcribed with indica-

tíons of the substitutions, omissions, position errors, and correct resporrses

given by every subject. These results were then summed for students within

each group so that indications of the general level of acquisition, as vrell

as the substitutions made, vJere available for each grade.

The structures that will be dj-scussed are the fíve grammatical elements

present in the I,trrítten Translation Test:

(a) adjectives

(b) possessive adjectives

(c) direct and indirect object pronouns
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(d) prepositions

(e) verbs (passá .o*po"l with "avolr").

The results for the students in each grade can be found in

15:b, 15:cr 15:d, and 15:e. In each part of the table, all

for each of the five categories listed above are presented.

individual structure, the same type of information provided

Translation Test Table 12 is presented.

Discussion of Table 15 a-e

Tables 15:a,

the structures

For each

in the Oral

Adjectives - Table 15:a

From Table 15:a, it is clear that the competence of the subjects, on

Èhe adjectives enumerated, increases for the most part from grade níne to

grade eleven- The correct written translation of ttgrandett decreases from

grade nine to grade eleven.

Turning to the data, it is clear that the two adjectives that are

both masculine and feminine in gender, t'difficiletr and ttrougetr, have a

high percentage of correctly translated forms performed in the \dritten

medium. In the remaining four graninatical elements, it is evident that.

the most frequent substitution was the gender of the adjectíves - i.e.,
the formation of the adjective by substituting the masculine form for the

ferúnine form and the feminine form for the masculine form. i^Iith the

feminine adjectives, the frequency of substitution of the feminine form for
the masculine form of the adjective could be another indication of the

general trend of the prior acquisiÈion of the mascullne forn.
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TABLE 15: a

RESPONSES OF STRUCTUR-ES ON WRITTEN
TRANSLATION TEST -- A¡JECTIVES

DIFFICILE

Subs È1 tuÈed
spellfng
spelling
positlon

ROUGE

GRANDE

Subs tituted
grand
grosse
gros
large

VERTE

Subs ti tuted
vert
vert +
position

rouge

Grade 9

Correct 51.51
OmLsslon 3.03
Posltlon 15.15
Omission *
Position 3.03

Substltutlon 27.27

byab
5s.56 15 .15

+
44.44 12.t2

Correct 63.63
Position 36.36

Correct 51.51
Substftution 48.48

byeb
50 .00 24 .2t+
25.00 12.I2
12.50 6.06
12. s0 6.06

Correct 42.42
Onlsslon 3.03
Substitutlon 54.54

byeb
66 .66 36.36

16.67 9.O9
16.67 9.09

DIFFICILE

Subs tl tuted
spelling

GRÁNDE

Substftuted by
grand
gros
grosse
large
grand +
posi tion

VERTE

Substituted by
vert
verE +
posítlon

ve rre
rouge
gren

LONGI]E

Substltuted by
longe *
posltion

longe
long
long *
position

longues *
Posl tion

courte
longeveux

Grade 11

Correct 73.73
Posltlon 3.33
Substltutlon 23.33

ab
100.00 23.33

Correct 80.00
Omissíon I0.00
Posftion 10,00

Correct 40.00
Omlssion 3.33
Positfon 3.33
Substltutíon 53.33

ab
62.so 33.33
12.50 6.67
12.50 6 .67
6.25 3.33

6.25 a )a

Correct 43.33
Substitution 56.66

ab
70 .59 40.00

11.76 6.67
5.88 3.33
s.88 3.33
5.88 3.33

Correct 30.00
Omlsslon 3.33
PosiÈ1on 10.00
Substitutlon 56.66

ab

29.4L l_6.67
23.53 13. 33
17 .65 10.00

by

LONGIIE Correct Ì5.L5
Omfssion 18.18
Positlon 3.03
Substitutlon 63.63

byab
38.10 24.24

19.05 l-2.r2

9.52 6.06
9.52 6.06
9.52 6.06

4.7.6 3.03
4.76 3.03

+
4.76 3.03

Subs ti tuted
longe
long +
posltion

longe *
posi tion

grand
long
grande *
pos i tion

longteups
longtenps
posltÍon

tl. 76

5.88
5 .88
s .88

6.67

3. 33
3. 33
3. 33
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Table 15:a (Conr.)

NOIIVEAU Correct I2.I2
O¡oissfon 24.24
PosirLon 3.03
Subsrirution 60.60

SubstituÈed by a b
spelllng 45.00 27.27
speIllng *
posltion 15.00 9.09

nouvelle 15.00 9 .09
nouvelle *
positlon 15.00 9.09

nouvel +
pos i Ë1on 10 . 00 6 .06

NOIIVEAU

Substftured by
spelling
nouvelle
nouvelle *
positlgn

Cor¡ect 40.00
Oraisslon 3.33
Position 10.00
Substltution 46.66

ab
50.00 23.33
42.85

7 -r4

20 .00

3.33

Possessive Adjectives - Table 15:b

It appears from the data that the correct formation of the possessive

adjective decreases from grade nine to grade eleven. As a matter of fact,

the correct \,rrítten translation of tttatr is the only form Èhat increases from

grade Ëo grade.

It is evident from the d.ata that the most frequent substitution appears

to be a number substitutÍon, ê.g., ttleurtt for ttleurstt or ,tvotrett for rttart.

In addítion, the substitution of the possessive adjective by a subject or

object pronoun, ê.8., ttluitt for ttsontt, and a gender substitution, e.g.,
ttmatt for ttmontt, appear Ëo be frequent occurrences.
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TABLE 15:b

RESPONSES OF STRUCTURES QN WRITTEN TRANSLATION
TEST -- POSSESSIVE A-DJECTIVES

HON

Subs ti tuted
ma
mol
lui

NOTRE

Substituted by
nos
leur
nous
mon
I¡es
on
1t
votre

Substituted by
1ui
t1
te
1a
1e

Substltuted by

Grade 9

Correct 81.81
Substítution 18.18

byab
66 .66 t2.L2
L6.67 3.03
76.67 3.03

Correct 63.64
Onisslon 6.06
SubstitutÍon 30,30

ab
20.00 6.06
20.00 6.06
10.00 3.03
10.00 3.03
10.00 3.03
10.00 3.03
10.00 3.03
10.00 3.03

Correct 57.58
O¡nission 6.06
Substitution 36.36

SubstltuÈed by
ma

mof

SubstltuÈed by
nous
nos
nous Ll
It
vo tre
vous I I
mes

Substftuted by
1ul
1e
se
i1
Èon
une

Substituted by
ton
votre
tu
nous
vous
s8

SubsËftured by
leur
Les
ses
son
votre
Èes

Grade 11

Correcc 76.67
Omissíon 3.33
Substftution 20.00

ab
66.67 13.33
33.33 6.67

Correct 56.67
SubstituÈion 43.33

ab
23.08 I0.00
15.38 6.67
15.38 6.67
15.38 6.67
15.38 6.67

7 .69 3.33
7 .69 3.33

Correct 30.00
SubstitutÍon 70.00

ab
47.62 33.33
23.8r 16.67
14.29 r0.00
4.76 3.33
4.76 3.33
4.76 3. 33

Correct 43.33
Onission 3.33
SubstitutÍon 53.33

ab
56.25 30.00
18. 75 10 .00
6.25 3.33
6.25 3.33
6.25 3.33
6.25 3 .33

0orrect 16.67
Substltution 83.33

ab
64 . 00 53. 33
16.00 13.33
8.00 6.67
4.00 3. 33
4.00 3.33
4.00 3.33

ab
58.33 2r.2r
16.67 6.06
8. 33 3.03
8.33 3.03
8.33 3.03

voÈre
tu
Èon
leur
notre
f1
lul
e11es

LEURS

Substituted by
leur
son
Iul
ses
votre

Correct 33.33
Substitutlon 66.66

37.82 2I.2L
27.27 18.18
13.64 9 .09
9.09 6.06
4.54 3.03
4.54 3.03
4.54 3.03
4.54 3.03

Correct 42.42
Onission 3.03
Substitutfon 54,54

ab
72.22 39.39
1r.11 6.06

5. s5 3.03
5.55 3.03
5.55 3.03
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Table 15 :b (Cont. )

Grade 9 Grade 1l

Subs tltl ted
tes
vo lrs
son
votre
nos
leur
Èon

Correct 36.136
Oraisslon 3.03
Substitutíon 60.60

byab
50 .00 30 . 30
20.00 r2.L2
10.00 6.06
5.00 3.03
5.00 3. 03
5 .00 3.03
5.00 3.03

SubstlÈuÈed by
tes
vofre
vous
ses
ton
eÈes

CorrecE 20.00
Ontssion 6.67
SubsrlruÈion 73.33

ab
4s.45 33.33
27 .27 20.00
9.09 6.67
9.09 6.67
4.55 3. 33
4.s5 3.33

Dírect and Indirect Object Pronouns - Table 15:c

Direct Objeet Pronouns: From the data, it appears that the correct

formatíon of the direcË pronoun de.creases slightly from grade nine to

grade eleven. The correct wrítten translatíon of ttlttt highly increases

from grade to grade. It is evident that the most common type of subsËi-

tution is an ind.irect object pronoun for the direct object pronoun. It

is interesting to note that the indirect object pronoun ttluirr is the pro-

noun most frequently substituted for the dírect object pronoun.

Indirect Object Pronouns: From the data, it appears that the correct

formatÍon of the indirect object pronoun shows signs of increase, decrease,

and no change from grade nine to grade eleven. It is evident from the

data Lhat the most common type of substftutíon appears to be the substiËu-

tion of a direct object pronoun for the Índirect object pronoun, e.g., rrlert

f or ttluitt.
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TABLE 15:c

RESPONSES OF STRUCTIIRES ON I,¡RITTEN TR.ANSLATION
TEST -_ DIRECT AND INDIRECT

OBJECT PRONOUNS

(1) Direct Objecr Pronouns

Substltuted by a
lut 100.00

SubsLituted by
lui
tl +
posi tíon'en+
positlon

ttfl +
pos ltion

on
1t

Subs tit.uted by
1ui
lul -t

pos itfon
1e

Grade 11

Correct 76.67
Omisslon 3.33
SubstiLution 20.00

ab
L6 .67 3.33

L6.67 3.33

L6.67 3.33

L6.67 3.33
16.67 3.33
16.67 3.33

Correct 26.67
Omisslon 3.33
Substitution 70,00

ab
42.86 30.00

33.33 23 ,33
23.81 16 .67

Grade 9

Correct 81.82
Onisslon 6.06
Posf tl-on 9.09
Substitutlon 3.03

b
3.03

It Correct 9.09
Onission 6.06
Substitution 84.85

Substlruted by
lui *
posltion 28.57 24.24

Ìui 25.00 2I-2I
Ie 14.28 I2.I2
Ie+
position IO.72 9.09

iI +
posftion I0.72 9.09

ir 7 .74 6.06
leur 3.57 3.03

Correct 21.21
Onlssion 9.09
Substltutlon 69.70

SubsÈlÈuted by
Iui
à l,.tt +
posLtion

1ui *
posi tion

ì'l" +

\Posl tion
a elle *
posltion

eIIe *
pos 1 tion

eLle
à rnr
1e
sa+

pos ition

ab
30.43 2r.2r

2r.74 15.15

8;69 6 .06

8.69 6.06

8.69 6.06

4.35 3.03
4 .35 3.03
4 .35 3 .03
4 .35 3 .03

4.35 3.03

Subsriruted by
1ui
e1le *
\Positiona eIIe *

pos i tion
e11e
lui +
positlon

àtnt+
\ Posltion
a-t-elle +
positlon

t-eLIe *
pos i È1on

1r

Correct 16.67
Omlssion 10.00
Posltlon 3.33
Substitution 70.00

ab
42.86 30.00

14.29 10.00

9 .52 6.67
9.52 6.67

4.76

4.76

4.76

4.76
4.76

3.33

3.33

3. 33

3. 33
3.33
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Table 15:c (Conr.)
(fl) IndirecË ObJect pronouns

Grade 9

M' Co'rrect 24.24
Oaission 3.03
Substfturion 72.73

SubstlÈuted by a b
nof *
position 54.16

me 20.83
mof L2.5O
mon +
posÍtíon 4.17

ma+
position 4.I7

Iu1 4.L7

LUI Correcr 36.36
PoSirion 18.18. SubsËíturion 45,46

Substituted by a b
1e 60.00 27.27
1e*
position 13.33 6.67

11 6.67 3. 33
il+
poSi,tion

leur
te

LEUR

Substituted by a b
les 44.44 I2.L2
le 11.11 3.03
leur
1ul
lui *
position 11.11 3.03

elLe +
position 11,11 3.03

39 .39
15.15

9 .09

3 .03

3.03
3.03

SubsÈltuted by
moL *

pos ltlon
IIìE

rnol
It

Grade ll

Correcx 36.67
Omlssion 3.33
Substitutlon 60.00

ab

61.11 36.67
l-6.67 10.00
11.11 6.67
11. 11 6.67

Substltuted by
1e
1t

Correct 36,67
Positfon 20.00
SubstituEion 43.33

ab
84.62 36.67
15 .38 6.67

6 .67 3.33
6.67 3.33
6.67 3.33

Correct 48.48
Omission 6.67
Position 18.18
SubsÈitution 27.27

11.11 3.03
11.11 3.03

Substltuted by
les
ils +
posi tion

l-eurs
eux
spelling

Correct 46.67
Omfssion 6.67
Poslrion L3.33
Substftution 33.33

ab
60 .00 20 . 00

10.00 3 .33
10.00
L0 .00
l0 .00

3. 33
3. 33
3. 33

Prepositions - Table 15: d

From Table 15:d, ít is clear that the competence of the subjects, on

the prepositions enumerated, increases for the most parÈ from grad.e nine

to grade eleven. However, the major poÍnt to note is that the subjects

seemed to have had greater difficulty \^/ith some preposl-tions than r,¡ith

others. Close scrutíny of Èhe performance of the subjects by teachers

\^/ould be valuable in providing thern wíth the possible índications of

diffículty levels of preposirions.

It is inËeresting to note that both preposítions whích needed accents

in the \,¡ritten translation presented problems to the students.



TABLE 15:d

RESPONSES OF STRUCTURES ON WRITTEN
TRANSLATION TEST -- PREPOSITIONS

76

Grade 9

APRES Correct 24.24
Omlsslon 24.24
Substltutlon 51.51

Substltuted by a b
apres 70.59 36 .36
avanr 17.64 9.09
parce que 5.88 3.03
pendant qui 5.88 3.03

POIIR Correct 78.79
Onlsslon 18.18
Substitutl-on 3.03

Substituted by a b
spelling 100.00 3.03

AVEC Co¡rect 93.94
Onission 3.03
Subsrl.Èurlon 3.03

Substltuted by a b
en 100.00 3.03

Correct 36.36
Omlssion 33.33
SubstlÈutfon 30.30

Substituted by a
speIIÍng 100.00

Grade 11

Correct 56.67
Omlssfon 10.00
SubstlÈution 53.33

ab
7s.00 40.00
12.s0 6.67
6.25 3.33
6 .25 3.33

CorrecE 90.00
Onisslon 6.67
Substitutíon 3.33

b
a 21

CorrecE 86.66
Ourisslon 6.67
Substitutlon 6.67

ab
50.00 3.33
50.00 3.3:

Correct 46.67
Omission 10.00
Substitution 43.33

ab
30.77 13 .33
23.08 10.00
15.38 6.67
15.38 6.67

7 .69 3.33
7 .69 3. 33

Correct 83.33
O¡rissfon 3.33
SubsÈiÈution 13.33

ab
75.00 10.00
25.00 3.33

DANS

en
a
a
spelling

PRES DE

Correct 66.67
Omfssl-on 3.03
Substftution 30.30

40.00 12.L2
30.00 9.09
20.00 6.06
10.00 3.03

Correct 12.12
Onlsslon 33.33
Substl-tution 54.54

epnÈs

Substituted bv
aPres
avant
derrier
spelling

POUR

AVEC

Substituted by
leur
Pour

AVANT

Substitu¡.ed by
devant
aPr\es
apres
aPres
avons
denain

ubstituted by
a
spelling

SubstlÈuted by a b
devant 30.00 9.09
apres 20.00 6.06
après 10.00 3.03

"prá" l-0.00 3.03
vels 10.00 3.03
près de l-0.00 3.03
apre 10.00 3,03

SubstLÈuted by a b

Substftuted bv a b
à .âtá a" ' zz.z3 L2.r2
prás de 11.11 6.06
côt. dta"nr 5.56 3.03
si¡r 5.56 3.03
à coute de 5.56 3.03
r.ât. 5.56 3.03
à câtó s.s6 3.03
de câte 5.56 3.03
a coté 5.56 3.03
pr6s du 5.56 3.03
.ôtí 5.56 3.03
devant 5.56 3.03
dans 5.56 3.03
la bas 5.56 3.03

PRES DE Correct 16.67
O¡nission 43.33
SubstltuÈlon 40.00

Substituted by a b
pr6s de 33.33 13.33
près 16.67 6.67
à corá de 8.33 3.33
prochaine de 8.33 3.33
dans 8. 33 3.33
prás 8.33 3.33
par 8.33 3.33
presque 8 . 33 3. 33
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TABLE 15:e

RTSPONSES OF STRUCTUR.ES ON LTRITTEN
TRANSLATION TEST -- VERBS

(Passá Composá wíth ,,avo1r'r)

LEGEND

nodel-s
av
I
p.P'

Pres
Apres

a uange; a fini
a ;a1
nânger; flnir
r"ttgá; ftoi

rnange; finfs
a E,;Ìnge; ai ffnls

AI
E

Epres
Pers (avons)

aller
v¡ord sub

(e.g., a r"ngá¡
Substltuted by

Pres
P.P.
E

a + p.p.

(e.g., avons vendu)
Substftuted by

av .t word
av
P. P.
E * word
Pers(aviez) *
word

Pres
word

a nanger, ai finfr
est nangá; suls fl-ni
est nange; suis flnis
"von" rattgá; avons

flni
va q,..rgá, vais fini
a ¿1ná; af ternlná

Grade 9

3rd per. sing.'REG.
Correct 39.39
Omisslon 12.12
Subsrlrution 48.48

(e.g., a r"ngé¡
SubstituÈed by a b

Pres 25.00 I2.I2
Apres 12.50 6.06
av 12.50 6.06
p.P. 6.25 3.03
r 6.25 3.03
a11er * Pres 6.25 3.03
al1er 6 -25 3.03
av*ï 6.25 3.03
a + p.p. 6.25 3.03
v¡ord sub 6.25 3.03
v¡ord 6.25 3.03

lst per. pl. REG.
Correct 36.36
Onl.ssion 6.06
SubstlÈution 57.57

(e,g., avons vendu)
Substltuted by a

vord 31.57 1B.IB
Pres 15.79 9.09
av * r¿ord 15.79 9,09
av 10.53 6.06
aller * word 10.53 6.06
av * Pres 10.53 6.06
av*I 5.26 3.03

Grade 11

3rd per. sing. REG.
Correct 76.67
SubsrÍrurfon 23.33

ab
57. 14 13 .33
L4.28 3.33
14.28 3.33
14.28 3.33

lst per. pl, REG.
CorrecÈ 50.00
Substlrurion 50.00

ab
60.00 30.00
6.67 3.33
6,67 3.33
6.67 3.33

6.67 3.33
6 .67 3. 33
6.67 3.33
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Table 15:e (Cont.)

Grade 9

2nd per. sfng. REG.
Correct 42.42
Onission 9.09
SubstlEutlon 48.48

(e.g., as aonn6)
Substltuted by

r¿ord
.av
av + Pres
Pres
v¡ord sub
Epres
Pers(ai) *
word

p.p.

a
25.00
18.75
12.50
L2.50
12.50
6.25

6.25
6.25

b
L2.12
9.09
6 .06
6 .06
6 .06
3 .03

3.0E
3.03

lst per. slng. REG.
Correct 63.64
Substitution 36.36

(e.g., ai ffnt)
Substituted by a b

p.p. 50.00 18.18
al1er 16.67 6.06
Pres 8.33 3.03
Apres 8.33 3.03
av * woid 8.33 3.03
av*I 8.33 3.03

2nd per. p1- REG.
Correct 33.33
Omissíon 9.09
Substitutiot 57.57

(e.g., avez ¡ouá)
SubstítuÈed by a

Pres 2L.05 I2.L2
word L5.79 9.09
Pers(as) 10.53 6.06
av 10. 53 6 .06
av * word 10.53 6.06
Pers(avons) 5.26 3.03
aller * word 5.26 3.03
aller * p.p. 5.26 3.03
Pers(avons) +
r 5 .26 3.03

Pers (avons)*
¡¡ord 5.26

Pers(as) *
word 5.26

3rd per. p.1 . REc.
Correct 21.2I
Onl-ssion 27.27
Substltutlon 51.51

(e.g. , ont trouvl)
Substftuted by a b

av
word sub
word
Apres
Pers (a)
Pres

Grade 11

2nd per. sing. REG.
Correcr 60.00
O¡lission 3.33
Substltut.ion 36.66

(e. g. , as donná)
Substltuted by a

Pres 36.36
Pers (a) 18.18
av 18.18
P.p. 9.09
Apres 9.09
v¡ord sub 9.09

1st per. sing. REG.
Correct 80.00
SubstlÈution 20.00

(e.9., at fint)
Substituted by a

p . P. 50.00
Pres 13.33
Apres 13.33
Pers(a) * word 13.33

2nd per. pl. REG.
Correct 70.00
Omission 3.33
Substltution 26 -67

(e.g., avez ¡ouá)
SubstltuÈed by a

Pres 25.00
Pers (as) 25.00
word 25,00
Pers(avons) *
v¡ord

av * r¿ord

3rd per. pI. REG.
Correct 36.67
On{sslon 6.67
Substl-tùtlon 56.66

(e.g., ont trou.r6¡
Substftuted by

v¡ord
av
av + word
Pres
Pers (a)
Pers (a) * r¿ord
Pers * av

(avons )
E

b
13.33
6.67
6.67
3. 33
I 1â

a aa

b
6.67
6.67
6.67

3. 33
3 .33

b
10.00
3.33
3. 33
3.33

3.03

3.03

12.50
12.50

a
29.41
r7 .64
r7.64
11. 76

5. 88
s.88

s.88
5.88

b
16¡67
10.00
10.00
6.67
3 .33
3. 33

3.33
3.33

41.18 2I.2r
17.65 9.09
t7 .65 9.09
11.76 '6.06
5.88 3. 03
5.88 3.03
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Before discussing the results of the past tense of verbs, two things

rnust be noted- First, the verbs were tabulated by categories based on the

person of the verb. For example, tta mangáttandttai finittv¡ere considered

to be tv¡o occurrencesr one of the category third person regular and one of
the category first person regular.

Secondly, the errors mad.e on these verbs \.{ere categorized into cases

that could be applied to all categories of the verbs. A description of
these various error types with reference to two models appear in the

Legend of Table 15:e.

Turning to the data, it is clear that the most frequent subsËíÊution

in nearly all categories of verbs was ttprestt - present tense form. The

substitution does not decrease from grade nine to grade eleven, appearing,

therefore, to be a conìmon and persistent error.

It is evident from the data that other frequently used substitùtlons

appear to be the substitution of "p.p." for the past tense, i.ê., the

formation of the past tense with the use of the pastpartriciple. oir1y, omtttùng

the auxiliary, the substitution of "av" for the past tense, i.e., the for-
mation of the past tense with the use of the auxiliary verb only, omitting

the past participlg att¿ the substitution of any word for the past tense,

therefore, lacking the correct vocabulary and possibly unsure of pasË tense

formation.
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TESTING OF THE HYPOTHESES

Hypotheses one, T\uo, Three, Four and. Five were developed in order to

determine which predictor variable was the most relevant in predicting

student achievement on the four criterion measures. A multiple regression

analysÍs was applied. The criterion variables were ídentified as the

Imitation Test, the Aural Grammar Test, the Oral Trandlation Test, and the

Inlritten Translation Test. The six predictor variables were formal practice
oral, formal practice written, moniÈoring oral, monitoring written, func-

tional practice oral, and functional practice r¿ritten (See APpENDIX A).

Table 16 and Table 17 present the means and standard deviations of the

variables for the population in grade nine and in grade eleven.

TABLE 16

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF STRATEGIES AND
CRITERION }ßASURES -- GRADE NINE

Variable S.D.

1. Formal practice oral (FOR. p.O.)

2. Formal practice written (FOR. p.I\r. )

3. Monitoríng oral (M.0.)

4. Monitoring wrirren (f'f.W.¡

5. Functj.onal practice oral (FUN. p.O.)

6. Functional practice written (FIIN. p.W. )

7. Imítation Tesr (I.T.)

B. Aural Grammar Test (A.G.T.)

9. Oral Translarion Test (O.T.T.)

10. Lrlritten Translation Test (I^I.T.T.)

10 .09r

LL.424

6 .091

7.L52

5 .303

5.273

s4.467

36 .865

34.239

45.248

3.76L

2.862

1.466

1. 873

T.862

2.l-69

13 .873

9.873

19 .207

23 .008
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TABLE 17

I'ÍEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF STRATEGIES AND
CRITERION MEASURES -- GRADE ELEVEN

Variable S .D.

1. Formal practice oral (FOR. p.O.)

2 . Formal practice wriË ten (FOR. p .I^I . )

3. Monitoring oral (M.0.)

4. Monitoring written (M.I^I. )

5. Functional pracrice oral (FUN. p.O.)

6 . Functional practice written (FIIN. p .W. )

7. Imitation Test (I.T.)

8. Aural Grarmnar Test (A.G.T.)

9. 0ra1 Translarion TesË (O.T.T.)

10. tr{fitten Translation TesË (l^I.T.T.)

8.200

B. 933

s.867

6.767

5.633

5. 700

67.47s

42.9L4

45 .109

51.330

L7.475

3.342

r.634

L.547

2.220

2.L68

L7 .475

13.138

18.104

15.624

Hypotheses Six, Seven, Eight and Nine were d.eveloped to compare scores

for grade nine and for grade eleven students in order to determine if there

is a sígnificant difference in the use of language learning strategies,

between criteríon measures, and between attitude variables. A T-test r,ras

applied.

Ilypothes is 1 :

There is no significant relationship between language learning strategies

and the imitation Test at grade nine and at grade eleven.
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Table lB presents the correlation coefficients. Table 19 presents the

results of the regression analysis which was used to determine which language

learning strategies, formal practÍce oral, formal practice written, monl-

toring oral, monitoring written, functional practice oral, or functÍonal
practíce written wer:e the best individual predictors of student achievement

on the Imitation Test in grade nine.

TABLE 18

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETIIIEEN STRATEGIES AND
IMITATION TEST _- GMDE NINE

FOR.P.O. FOR.P.I^7. M.O. M.I^I. FUN.p.O. FUN.p.W. I.T.

FOR.P.O. 1.00

FOR.P.I^I. 0.59 1.00

M. O.

M.I^l .

FUN. P.O.

FUN.P.W.

I.T.

0.33 0.18 1.00

0.46 0.30 0.40 1.00

-0 .41 -0 .14 0 .L2 0 . 01 1 .00

-0.00 0.17 0.2L 0.20 0.61 1.00

0 .11 0 .10 0 .13 0 . 03 o .29 o .22 1.00

As indicated in Table 19, none of the language learning strategies

índivitlually- is a significant predictor of the results on the Imitation

Test in grade nine. The T-ratios obtained for all the sËrategies are not

significant. 0n the basis of this finding, the nutl hypothesis for the

relationship between language learning stråtegies and the Imitatíon Test

in grade nine is not rejected.
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LEARNING STRATEGIES
ON IMITATION

TABLE 19

AS PREDICTORS OF RESULTS
TEST -- GRADE NINE

BETA SDB

FOR.P.O.

FOR. P.üi.

M.0.

M.I^I.

FUN.P.O.

FUN. P .W.

-0.169

O.zLL

0 .117

" -0.010

0.226

0.022

-0.625

L.025

1.107

-0 .0 71

L.687

0.L44

1.054

1.r20

1.985

1.636

2.046

1.593

-0.592

0.915

0 .558

-0 .043

0.824

0 .090

Table 20 presents the correlation coefficients. Table 21 presents the

results of the regression analysis which was used to determine which language

learning sËrategies \,rere the bes,t individual predictors of student achievement

on the Imítation Test in grade eleven.

As indicated in TabLe 2L, none of the language learning strategies

individually is a significant predictor of the results on the Imitation Test

in grade eleven. The T-ratios obtained for all the strategies are nÒt

significant. 0n the basis of this finding, the null hyporhesis for the

relationship between language learning strategies and Ëhe Imitation Test

in grade eleven is not rejected.
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TABLE 20

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETI^]EEN STRATEGIES AND
IM]TATION TEST _- GRADE ELE\TEN

F0R.P.0. 1.00

FOR.P.I^I. 0.67 1.00

M.O. 0.33 0.42 1-00

M.I,ü. 0.47 0.49 0.60 t.'O
FrJN.P.O. 0.05 0.rB 0.36 O.lt 1.00

FUN.p.r^r. -0.05 0.01 0;40 _0.08 0.73 1.00

r . T. -0 .08 -0 .02 _0. 12 _O .00 0 .18 o .02 I .00

TABLE 2I

LEARNING STRATEGIES AS PREDICTORS OF RESULTS ON
IMITATION TEST -_ GRADE ELEVEN

BETA SDB T

FOR.P .0 .

FOR.P.I^I.

M.0.

M.I^1.

FUN.P. O.

FUN. P .W.

-0 .098

0 .031

-0.253

0 .131

0 .349

-0 .133

-0 .570

0 .164

-2.7L0

L.478

2.7 5L

-1 .068

3.384

2.4L7

0.437

1.138

1.604 -0 . 355

1.500 0 .109

3. 2BB -o .824

2.763 -0.387
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Hypothesis 2:

There is no significant relationship between language learning

strategies and the Aural Grammar Test at grade nine and at grade eleven.

Table 22 presents the correlation coefficíents. Table 23 presents

the results of the regression analysis which was used to determine which

language learning strategies \.rere the best individual predictors of

student achievemenË on the Aural Grammar Test in grade nine.

TABLE 22

CORRELATTON COEFFICIENTS BET'i^]EEN STRATEGIES AND
AURAI, ENNryEN TEST __ GRADE NINE

FOR.P.O. FOR.P.W. M.0. M.t^t. FUN.p.O. FUN.p.I^I. ',A.G.,T.

FOR.P.O. 1.00

FOR.P.\^I. 0.59 1.00

M.O.

M.I,I .

FIJN.P .0.

FUN. P .W.

A.G. T.

0 . 33 0 .18 1:.00

o ,46 0. 30 0 .40 l. oo

-0.4r -0.14 0.12 0.ol 1.00

-0.00 0.17 0.2r 0.20 0.61 1.00

-0 .08 -0 .24 -0 .18 0 .05 _0 .00 _0 .lB I .00

As indicated in Table 23, none of the language learnÍng strategies

indivídually is a significant predict.or of the results on the Aural Grammar

Test in grade nine. The T-ratios obËained for all strategies are not ;

significanÈ. on the basis of this finding, the nu1l hypothesis for the
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relationship between

Test in grade nine is

language learning strategies and

not rejected.

TA3LE 23

LEARNING STRATEGIES AS PRECITORS OF RESULTS ON
AURAI GRA}ß{AR TEST -- GRADE NINE

Ehe Aural Grammar

BETA B SDB

FOR. P .0 .

FOR.P .I^I.

M.O.

M.I.I .

FUN.P.O.

FUN.P .W.

0.132

-o.279

-0.227

0.216

0.182

-0.24r

0 .345

-0 .958

-I.520

L.L32

0.962

-1 .094

0.736

0.782

1.386

L.T42

L.428

L.LLz

0.469

-L.225

-r.097

0 .991

0.673

-0.984

Table 24 presents the correlatíon coefficÍents. Table 25 presents the

results of the regression analysís which was used to determine which lan-
guage learning strategies \¡7ere the best individual predictors of student

achievement on the Aurar Grammar Test in grade eleven.

The best individual predictor of the Aural- Grarmnar Test for ìgrad.e

eleven is monitorÍng written. The T-ratj-o obtained is significant at the

.001 level. Functional practice oral and monitoring oral are aiso signi-

fícant individual predictors of Èhe Aural Grammar Test at grade eleven.

The T-ratios obtained are significant at the .05 level. On the basis of

these findings, the null hypothesis for the relationship between monitoring

wrítten, functíonal practice oral, monitoring oral, and the Aural Graunnar

Test in grade eleven is rejected.
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TA,BLE 24

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETI^IEEN STRATEGIES AND
AURAI GRAìß{AR TEST _- GRÁDE ELEVEN

FOR.P.O. 1.00

FOR.P.li. 0.67 1.00

M.0. 0. 33 0 .42 l.0o

M.r{. 0.47 0.h9 0.60 1.OO

FUN.P.O. 0.05 0.18 0.36 0.11 1.00

FIIN.P.I^I. -0.05 0.0r 0.40 -0.08 O.t3 1.00

A.c.T. 0.05 0.08 o.l3 0.52 0.35 0.07 r.00

TA3LE 25

LEARNING STRATEGIES AS PREDICTORS OF RESULTS ON
AT]RAL GRA}ß{AR TEST _- GRADE ELEVEN i:

BETA SDB

FOR. P .0 .

FOR.P.I^I.

M.0.

!1.W.

FUN.P.O.

F-IJN. P.W.

O.BB2

a.447

7.495

2.647

I .812

L.294

4 .137^"*

2.046x

-0.143 -0 .627

-0 .146 -0.575

-0.451 -3.622

0 .859 -0 .730

0.803 -0.7l.6

L.7 6L -2.057x

-0.005 -0.033 L.479 -0.022

D.F. 29 *.05 > 2 ¡.045
:lx.QQf > 3.659
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hrhen the monitoring strategy alone is used to predict student achieve-

ment on the Aural Grammar Test at grade eleven, ít appears that as a group,

the monitoring strategy is a sígnifÍcant predicror (D.F. = 2/27; F = 6.62I)

with monltoring wrítten also being a significant predíctor (D.F. = 29;

T = 3.547). The other strategÍes, grouped as formal practice and func-

tional practice, do not appear sígnificant.

Hypothesis 3:

There is no significant relationship between language learning stra-

tegies and the Oral Translation Test at grade nine and at grade eläven.

Table 26 presents the correlation c.oefficients. TabIe 27 presents

the results of the regression analysis which v¡as used to determine which

language learning strategíes \¡rere the best individual predictors of stud.ent

achievement on the 0ra1 Translation Test in grade nine.

TA3LE 26

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETI^IEEN STRATEGIES AND
ORAI TRANSLATION TEST __ GRADE NINE

FOR.P.O. FOR.P.I^I. M.0. M.I,I. FUN.P.O. FUN.p.!I. O.T.T.

FOR.P.O. 1.00

FOR. P.I^i. 0 .59 1 .00

M.0.

M.I,I.

FUN.P.0 .

FUN.P.W.

o. T.T.

0.33 0.18 I .00

0 .46 0.30 0.40 1.00

-0.41 -0.14 0.12_ 0.01 r.o0

-0.00 0.L7 0,2i 0.20 0.61 1.00

0.11 0.16 0.35. 0.33 0.32 O.2B 1.00
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LEARNING STRATEGIES AS
ORAL TRANSLATION

TA3LE 27

PREDICTORS OF RESULTS ON
TEST _- GRADE NINE

BETA SDB

FOR.P.O.

FOR. P .ü1 .

M.0.

M.I^I .

FUN.P .O .

FUN. P .l^I.

i )0 .013

0 .102

0.205

o.216

0.326

-0.025

.0.065

O .6BB

2.693

2.2L8

3.364

-0.224

L.344

L.428

2.53L

2.086

2.609

2 .031

0.049

o .482

1.064

1. 063

r.290

-0 .110

None of the language learning strategies individually is a significant
predictor of the resulËs on the Oral Translatíon Test in grade nine. The

T-ratios obtained for all the strategies are not significant. On the basis

of this finding, Ëhe null hypothesis for the relationship between language

learning strategies and the Oral Translation Test in grade nine is not

rej ec ted .

Table 28 presents the correlation coefficients. Table 29 presents the

results of the regression analysls which was used to determine which 1an-

guage learning strategies were the besÈ individual predictors of student

achievement on the oral Transratr-on Test in grade ereven.
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TABLE 28

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETI^IEEN STRATEGIES AND
ORAL TRANSLATION TEST -- GRADE ELEVEN

F0R.P.0. 1.00

FOR.P.I^I. 0.59 1.00

M.O. 0.33 0.18 1.00

M.I^i. 0.46 o.3o 0.40 1.00

FUN.P.O. -0.41 -0.14 0.I2 0.01 1.00

FUN. P .I¡1. -0 .00 0 .L7 O .2L O .20 0 .6I I .00

o.T.T. 0.L2 0.07 0.I1 0.43 0.29 0.10 1.00

TABLE 29

LEARNING STRATEGIES AS PREDICTORS OF RNSULTS ON
ORAL TRANSLATION TEST __ GRADE ELEVEN

BETA SDB

FOR.P .0 .

FOR. P .I^l .

M.O.

. M,.[ti.

FUN.P.O.

FUN.P .W.

0.030 O. IBO

-0.186 -1.008

-0.4r4 -4.s8s

L.402 0.128

1.311 -0.769

2.87 4 -1 .59s

0.731

0 .301

0 .113

B.s55

2.457

0.946

2.957

2.TL2

2"4L5

2.893*

1.163

0 .392

D.F.29 *".01 > 2.756
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The best individual predictor of the Oral Translation Test for grade

eleven is monitoring written. The T-ratio obtained is significant at

the .01 level. On the basis of this finding, the null hypothesis for the

relationship between monitoring written and the Oral Translation Test in

grade eleven is rejected.

I^Ihen the monitoring strategy alone is used to predict studenE achieve-

ment on the oral Translation Test at grade eleven, it appears that as a

group, the monitoring strategy is a significant predictor (D.F. = 2/27;

F = 3.801) with monitoring written also being a significant predictor

(D.F. = 29; T = 2.681). The other strategies, grouped. as formal practice

and functional practice, do not appear signíficant.

Hypothesis 4:

There is no significant relationship between language learning sta-

tegíes and the L{ritten Translation Test at grade nine and aË grade eleven.

Table 30 presents the correlation coefficients. Table 31 presents the

resulËs of the regression analysis which was used to d,etermine which lan-

guage learning strategies r4lere the best individual predictors of student

achievement on Ëhe I^Iritten Translation Test in grade nine.

As indicated in Table 31, none of the language learning strategies

individually is a significant predictor of the results on the I^Iritten Trans-

lation Test in grade nine. The T-ratios obtained for all the strategies

are not significant. on the basis of this finding, the null hypothesis

for the relationship between language learning strategies and the WriËten

Translation Test in grade nine is not rejected.
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TABLE 30

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETI^IEEN STRATEGIES AND
i^IRITTEN TRANSLATION TEST _- GRADE NINE

FOR.P.O. FOR. P.I^I.

FOR. P .O .

FOR. P .I^r.

M.O.

M.I^I .

FIIN.P.O.

FUN. P.I^i.

I^I.T.T.

1 .00

0.sB

0 .33

0.46

-0 .41

-0 .00

o.L2

1.00

0 .18

0. 30

-0 .14

0 .17

0.07

1.00

0.61

0 .39

1.00

0 .31 I .00

1.00

0.40 1.00

0.12 0.01

0.2L 0.20

0.34 0 .42

TABLE 31

LEARNING STRATEGIES AS PREDICTORS OF RESULTS ON
I^IRITTEN TRANSLATION TEST __ GRADE NINE

BETA SDB

FOR. P. 0 .

FOR.P.li.

M.0.

M.l^I.

FUN. P. O .

FUN.P .W.

0.156

-0.069

o.L26

0 .315

0.448

-0 .03s

0.955

-0 .553

L.972

3.873

s.s36

-0.375

r.507

1.601

2.837

2.338

2.924

2.27 6

0.634

-0.345

0.695

1.656

1.893

-0 .165
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hrhen the monítoríng strategy alone is used to predict student achieve-

ment on the written Translation Test at grade ni-ne, it appears that as a

group, the monitoring sLrategy is a significant predictor (D.F. = 2/30;

F = 3.909). The other strategies, grouped as formal practice and func-

tíonal practice, do not appear significant.

Table 32 presents the correlation coeffícients. Table 33 presents the

results of the regression analysis which was used to determine whích lan-

guage learning strategies vrere the best individual predictors of student

achíevement on Lhe Ltlritten Translation Test in grade eleven.

TABLE 32

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETI^JEEN STRATEGIES AND
I^IRITTEN TRANSLATION TEST -- GRADE ELEVEN

FOR.P.O. FOR.P.W.

FOR.P.O.

FOR. P .I^I.

M.O.

M.I,tr.

FUN.P.O.

FIIN.P.üI.

I^I. T.T.

1.00

0.58

0.33

0 .46

-0.41

-0 .00

-0 .05

1. 00

0 .18

0.30

-0.14

0. r7

-0 .05

r.00

0 .61

0 .31

1.00

0.24 1.00

1 -00

0.40 1.00

0.'12 0.01

0.2L 0.20

0.11 0.41
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LEARNING STRATEGIES AS
I¡IRITTEN TRANSLAT]ON

TABLE 33

PREDICTORS OF RXSULTS ON
TEST _- GRADE ELEVEN

BETA SDB

FOR.P.O.

FOR.P .W.

M.0.

M.I^1.

FUN. P . O.

FUN.P.T^I.

-0 . r75

-0 .183

-o.523

0.918

O.TLz

0 .438

-0 .911

-0 . B5s

-4.997

9.274

0.79L

3 .1ss

L.092

L.022

2.239

2.304

r.646

1.88r

-0.834

-0 .8 37

-2.232,v

4.025t x

0 .480

L.677

D. F. 29

.001 1evel. Monitoring oral

the hjritten Translation Test

also a significant individual predictor of

grade eleven. The T-ratio obtained is

affective classroom

grade nine and at grade

'k .05
:kxL.'QQl

2.045
3.659

The best individual predictor of the Written Translation Test for grad.e

eleven ís monítoring writ.ten. The T-ratio obtained is signifícant at the

is

at

significant at the .05 level. on the basis of these fÍndings, the nu1l

hypothesis for the relationship between monitoring wrJ-tten, monitoring

oral and the I^Iritten Translation Test in grade eleven is rejected.

Hypothesis 5:

There is no significant relationship between

variables and criterion measures of achievement â.t

eleven.
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Table 34 presents the correlation coefficients. Tables 35:a, 35:b,

35:c, and 35:d present the results of the regression analysis which r¿as

used to determine which of the studentts classroom envÍronment variables

r^7ere the best individual predictors of student achievement on the four

criterion measures i-n grade nine. Al1 the factors \üere extracted from the

Strategies, Personality and Envíronment Questionnaire, Part II, Section G

(See APPENDIX A).

TABLE 34

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETi^IEEN CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
VARIABLES AND CRITERION MEASURES -_ GRADE NINE

Classroom EnvironmenË

Student perception of
cl-assroom inf ormality
(c. r. ) 0 .20 -o .44 -0 .02 -o .23

Student reaction to
teacherts use of L,
(rz)

Student perception of
positive rapport with
teacher (R.T.)

Student perception of
positive rapport with
other students (R.S.)

Student learning
through oral medium
(o.t'1. ¡

Student learning
through written
rnedium (I^I . M. )

0.19 0.09 0.2L 0.08

0.07 0.09 0.26 0.2r

0.10 -0.08 0.25 0 .09

0 .32 0 .26 0.28 0.23

-0 .10 -0 . 28 0 .2I 0 .25
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TABLE 35: a

CLASSROOM ENVIRON}IENT VARIABLES AS PREDICTORS OF RESULTS
ON IMITATION TEST -- GRADE NINE

BETA SDB

C.I .

Lz

R.T.

R.S.

o.M.

I^I .M.

0.378

0.137

0.r50

-0.296

0 .511

0.070

6.649

2.OL9

2.198

-B .170

B .505

0.985

3 .158

3 .151

2.793

6.872

4.4s5

3.402

2.L06x

0.64L

0.787

-r .189

1 .909

0.290

D.F. 32 'k.05 > 2 .036

The best individual pr:edictor of the Imitation Test for grade nine is

the studentts perception of classroom informality. The T-ratio obtained

is significant at the .05 level . I^.fhile not significant, student learning

through oral medium is approaching significance. On the basis of thís

finding, the null hypothesis for the relationship between student percep-

tion of classroom informality and the Imitation Test in grade nine is

rejected.
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TABLE 35:b

CLASSROOM EI{VIRO}.IMENT VARIABLES AS
ON AURAI GRA}IMAR TEST _-

PRNDICTORS OF RESULTS
GRADE NINE

BETA SDB

c. r.

Lz

R.T.

R.S.

0.M.

I^I.M.

-0 .360

0.086

0.240

-0 .205

0 .190

-0.r24

-4.488

0 .903

2.488

-4 .008

2.242

-L.233

2.196

2.L92

L.943

4.780

3.098

2.366

-2.043*

0.4L2

1.280

-0 . B3B

0.724

-0 .5 21

D. F. 32
"" .05 > 2.036

The best individual predictor of the Aural Grammar Test for grade nÍne

is the studentrs perception of classroom informality. The negative T-ratio

obtained is significanË at the .05 level. On the basis of this finding,

Èhe null hypothesis for the relationship between student perception of

classroom informaliÈy and the Aural Grammar Test in grade nine is rejected.
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TABLE 35: c

CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES AS PREDICTORS OF RNSULTS
ON ORAI TRANSLATION TEST -_ GRADE NINE

BETA SDB

C.I.

"z
R.T.

R.S.

o. 11.

I^I .M.

-0 .015

-0.078

0.257

-0.186

0.678

0.s40

-0.362

-1 .585

5.zrt

-7 .r23

15 .631

10.489

4:236

4.227

3.746

9.2L8

5.975

4.s63

-0 .OBs

-0.375

1.39r

-0.773

2.6L6,\

2 .299,\

D.F. 32 *.05

The best índividual predictor of the Oral Translation Test for grade

nine is the student learning modality preference. The T-ratios obtained

are significant at the .05 level. on the basis of these findings, the

null hypothesis for the relationship between student learning through oral

medium, student learning through written medium, and the,OraI Translation

Test in grade nine is rejected.
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TABLE 35: d

CLASSROO}1 ENVIRON}.,IENT VARIABLES AS PREDICTORS OF RESULTS
ON I^]RITTEN TRANSLATION TEST -_ GRADE NINE

BETA SDB

C.I .

Lz

R. T.

R. S.

o.M.

I^I .M.

*0.243 -7 .079

-0.279 -5.367

0.259 6.287

-0 .335 -r5 .371

0.814 22.4s7

0.767 L7 .690

4.ss4

4.54s

4.028

9.9L2

6.425

4.906

-l-.554

-1. r8l

1 .559

-1. 551

3.495*

3.605*

D. F. 32 ,t.01 > 2.740

The best índividual predictor of the I^iritten Translation Test for grade

nine ís the student learning rnodality preference. The T-ratios obtained are

significant at Ëhe .01 1evel. on the basis of these findings, the null

hypothesis for the relationship between student learning through oral medium,

student learning through r¿ritten medium, and the l,iritten Translation TesÈ

in grade nine is rejected
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Table 36 presents the correlation coef ficients,. Tables 37:a, 37:b,

37:c, and 37:d present the results of the regression analysÍs which was

used to determine which of the studentfs classroom environment variabl-es

were the best individual predíctors of student achievement on the four

críterion measures ín grade eleven. All the factors vrere extracted from

the Strategies, Personality and Environment Questionnaire, Part II, Section

G (See APPENDIX A).

TABLE 36

CORREIATION COEFFICIENTS BET\^IEEN CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
VARIASLES AND CRITERION MEASURES __ GRADE ELEVEN

Classroom Environment

Student perception of
classroom informality
(c .r. )

Student reaction to
teacherts use of L,
(t-z)

Student perception of
positive rapport with
teacher (R.T.)

Student learning
through oral mediuu
(0.u. ¡

StudenË learning
through writÈen
medium (M.III. )

0.08 -0.04 0.06 0.10

0.2L 0.31 0 .2L 0.r7

0 .27 0 .13 0 .05 0.r7

0 .03 -0 . 14 -0 .24 0 .14

Student perception of
posítive rapport with
other students (R.S.) -O.Og 0.20 -0.19 -0.01

-o .L2 0.L7 0.08 0 .01
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TABLE 37:a

CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES
ON IMITATION TEST __

AS PREDICTORS OF RESULTS
GRADE ELEVEN

BETA SDB

C.T.

Lz

R.T.

R.S.

0.Ì{.

I^I.M.

0 .130

0.265

0.351

-0 .132

-0.024

-0 .251

.2.490

4.7r7

6 .551

-4.s49

-0.679

-4.729

3.72r

3.486

3.7L7

6.802

5.517

3.9L2

0.669

1. 353

I.762

-0.669

-0 .123

-I.209

None of the classroom environment variables individually is a signíficant

predictor of the resulrs on the Imltation Test in grade eleven. The T-ratios

obtained for all the variables are not signifícant. On the basÍs of this

finding, the null hypothesis for the relationship between classroom environ-

ment variables and the Imitation TesË in grade eleven is noË rejected.
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TABLE 37:b

CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES AS PRNDICTORS OF RESULTS
AURAL GRA}ßÍAR TEST _- GRADE ELEVEN

BETA SDB T

c. r.

Lz

R.T.

R.S.

o.M.

I^I .M.

0.023

0.257

0 .089

0 .133

0 .336

3.442

r.255

3 .438

2.892

2.709

2.889

5.286

4.287

3.040

0.116

I.27L

0.434

0 .650

-0 .610

0.279

-0.L25 -2.6L4

0 .060 0.848

None of the classroom environment variables indivídually is a sígnificant
::

predictor of the results on the Aural Grammar Test in grade eleven. The T-

ratios obtained for all the variables are not significant. On'the basis of

this finding, the null hypothesis for the relationship between classroom

envíronment variables and the Aural Grammar Test in grade eleven is not

rej ected.
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TABLE 37: c

CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES AS PREDICTORS OF RESULTS
ON ORAI TRANSLATION TEST _- GRAÐE ELEVEN

BETA SDB T

C .I.

Lz

R.T.

R.S.

o.M.

I^I .M.

0.073

0 .281

0 .039

-0.242 -8.609

-0.237 -6.843

-0.009 -0 .175

r.446 3.929

s.191 3.680

0.760 3.924

7 .181

s.824

4.r30

0.368

1.411

0.L94

-L.r99

-1.175

-0.042

None of the classroom environment variables individually ís a significant

predictor of the results on the Oral Translation Test in grade eleven. The

T-ratios obtaíned for all the variables are not significant. On the basis

of this finding, the null hypothesis for the relatíonship between the class-

room environment variables and the Oral Translation Test ín grade eleven is

noÈ rejected.
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TABLE 37:d

CLASSROOM ENVIRONI"ÍENT VARIABLES AS
ON I^IRITTEN TRANSLATION TEST

PREDICTORS OF RESULTS
_- GRADE ELEVEN

BETA SDB T

C .I.

Lz

R.T.

R.S.

O.M.

I^T. M.

0.116

0.186

0.199

-0 .059

0.131

-0 .034

1 .991

2.969

3.330

-1.821

3.267

-0.573

3 .534

3 .311

3 .530

6.460

5.239

3 .715

0.563

0.897

0.943

-0.282

0.624

-0 .154

None of the classroom environment variables individually is a signifi-

cant predictor of the results on the Lrlritten Translation Test in grade

eleven. The T-ratj-os obtained for all the variables are not significant.

0n the basis of this finding, the nul1 hyporhesis for the relationship

between the classroom environment variables and the l^trritten TranslaÈion

Test in grade eleven is noË rejected.
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Table 38 presents the correlation coefficíents. Table 39:a, 39:b,

39:c, and 39:d present the results of the regresslon analysis which was

used to determine whích o'f the studentrs classroom personality variables

lùere the best individual predictors of student achievement on the four

criterion measures in grade nine. All the factors \¡rere extracted from the

Strategies, Personality and Environment Questionnaire, part II, Secti-on H

(See APPENDIX A).

TABLE 38

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BET\^IEEN CLASSROOM PERSONAIITY
VARIABLES AND CRITERION MEASURES -- GRADE NINE

Classroom Personality I.T. A. G.T. O.T.T. I^I.T.T.

Student certainty in
hand-raising (H-R) 0.45 0.22 0.46 0.41

Student positive reactíon
to being called upon
without hand-raising
(No H-R) 0.31 0.33 o.s4 0.s4

Student positive
aËtitude towards teacher
correction of oral
French (T.C.) O.OS -O.IZ 0.01 _0.04

Student positive
attitude to speaking
French in class (S.F.) O.gO O.2O 0.32 0.32
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TABLE 39:a

CLAS SROOM PERSONALITY VARIABLES
RESULTS ON IMITATION TEST --

AS PR-EDICTORS OF

GRADE NINE

BETA SDB

H-R

NO H-R

T. C.

S .F.

0 .4r9

0.026

-0.269

0.238

6 .513

0.430

-4.425

4 .467

3.249

3.926

3 .366

4.398

2.005

0 .109

-1.315

1.016

None of the classroom personality variables individually is a signifi-

cant predictor of the result.s on the Imitation Test in grade nine. The

T-ratios obtained for all the variables are not signifícant. However,

student certainty in hand-raising comes very close to being significant.

On the basis of this finding, the null hypothesis for the relationship

between the classroom personality variables and the Imitation Test in

grade nine is not rejected.
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TABLE 39:b

CLASSROOM PERSONALITY VARIA3LES AS PREDICTORS OF
RESULTS ON AURAL GRAI"['{AR TEST -_ GRADE NINE

BETA SDB

H-R

NO H-R

T. C.

S.F.

0.077

0.367

-0.428

0 .181

0 .845

4.260

-4.99L

2.405

2.350

2.840

2.435

3 .182

0 .360

1.500

-2 .050'i

0.756

D.F. 32 *.05 > 2.036

The best individual predictor of the Aural Grarnrnar Test for grade nine

is the studentrs positive attitude toward.s teacher correction of oral French.

The negative T-ratio obtaíned is significant at the .05 level. On the basis

of this finding, the nu1l hypothesis for the relationship between student

attitude towards teacher correction and the Aural Grammar TesË in grade nine

is rejected.
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TABLE 39: c

CLASSROOM PERSONAI]TY VARIABLES AS PREDICTORS OF
R.ESULTS ON ORAL TRANSLATION TEST _- GRADE NINE

BETA SDB

H-R

NO H-R

T.C.

S.F.

0.257

0.509

-0 .393

0 .09s

5 .538

LL.542

-8.961

2.456

3.964

4.790

4.L07

s.366

r.397

2.4L0,\

-2.r82*

0.4s8

D. F. 32 *.05 > 2 .036

The best indivídual-predictors of the Oral Translation Test for grade

nine are the studentts positive reaction to being called upon without hand-

raising and the studentrs positive attitude towards teacher correction of

oral French. The positive and negative T-ratios obtained are signifícant

at Ëhe .05 level. On the basis of these findings, the nul1 hypothesís for

the relationship between student positive reaction to being called. upon

without hand-raising, student positive attitude towards teacher correction,

and the 0ra1 Translation Test in grade nine is rejected.
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TABLE 39: d

CLASSROOM PERSONAIITY VARIABLES AS PREDICTORS OF RESULTS
ON I^]RITTEN TRANSLATION TEST -_ GRADE NINE

BETA SDB

H-R

NO H_R

T. C.

S.F.

0 .173

0.562

0 .146

4 .4s2

L5.253

4.s39

4.673

5.647

4.842

6.326

0.953

2.70L*

-2 .57 6x

0. 718

-0.457 -L2.473

D.F. 32 *.05 > 2.036

The best indívidual predictors of the tr^Iritten Translation Test for

grade nine are the studentrs positive reaction to being called upon without

hand-raising and the studentts posÍtive attitude towards teacher correction

of oral French. The positive and negative T-ratios obtained are signifícant

at the .05 level. On the basis of these findings, the null hypothesis for

the relationship between student posiÈive reaction to being called upon

without hand-raising, student positive attitude tovrards teacher correction,

and Ëhe I^IritÈen Translation Test in grade nine is rejected.
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Table 40 presents the correlation coefficients. Tables 4I:a, 4I=b,

4r:c, and 41:d present the results of the regressÍon analysls which was

used to determine which of the studentts classroom personality variables

were the best individual predictors of student achievement on the four

criterion measures in grade eleven. All the factors vrere extracted from

the Strategíes, Personality and Environment Questionnaire, Part II, Section

H (See APPENDIX A).

TABLE 40

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETI^iEEN CLASSROOM PERSONALITY
VARIABLES AND CRITERION MEASURES -- GRADE ELEVEN

Classroom Personality

Student certainty in
hand-raising (H-R)

Student positive reactíon
to being called upon
without hand-raising
(No H-R)

Student positive
atËitude Ëowards teacher
correction of oral
French (T.C.)

Student positive
attitude to speaking
Frenchinclass(S.F.) O.:0 0.47 0.42 0.53

-0 .00 0 .13 0 .24 0.L2

0 .27 0 .48 0 .23 0.30

o .27 0 .41 0 .49 0.43
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TABLE 4l:a

CLASSROOM PERSONALITY VARIABLES AS PREDICTORS OF RNSULTS
ON IMITATION TEST _- GRADE ELEVEN

BETA SDB

H-R

NO H-R

T. C.

S.F.

-0.378

0.310

0.369

-0 .109

-7 .153

6.042

7 .586

-r .835

6.352

6.235

6.334

5 .588

-r.126

0.969

I.198

-0.328

None of the :classroom personality variables individually is a signi-

ficanË predictor-of the results on- the Imi'tation Test in grade eleven. The

T-ratíos obtained for all the varÍables are not significant. On the basis

of this finding, the null hypothesis for the relationship between the class-

room personaliÈy variables and the rmltation Test ín grade elsr¡.en:is iroÈ

rej ected.
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TABLE 41:b

CLASSROOM PERSONALITY VARIABLES AS PR-EDICTORS OF RESULTS
ON AURAI, GRAMMAR TEST -- GRADE ELEVEN

BETA SDB

H_R

NO H-R

T. C.

S.F.

-0.373

0.71r

-0.086

0.L92

-s .3r4

r0.407

-1.330

2.424

4.326

4.247

4.3L4

3.805

-r.228

2.45r,\

-0 .308

0.637

D.F.29 *.05 > 2.045

The best individual predíctor of the Aural Grammar TesË for grade

eleven is the studentts positive- reaction to being called upon wíthout

hand-raising. The T-ratio obtained is significant at the .05 lever. on

the basis of this finding, the null hypothesís for the relationship between

student positive reaction to being called upon without hand.-raising and the

Aural Grammar Test in grade eleven is rejected.
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TABLE 41:c

CLASSROOM PERSONALITY VARIABLES AS PREDICTORS OF RESIJLTS
ON ORAL TRANSLATION TEST -_ GRADE ELEVEN

BETA SDB

H-R

NO H-R

T. C.

S.F.

-0.330

0.432

0.373

0.091

-6.469

8.7L9

7 .94L

1.585

5.824

s.7L6

5 .807

5.L23

-1.111

L.525

I.367

0.309

None of the classroom personality variables indívidua1ly is a sígnifi-

canÈ predictor of- Èhe results on the Oral Translation Test in grade eleven.

The T-ratios obtained for all the variables are not significant. On the

basis of this findíng, the null hypothesis for the relationship between the

classroom personality varíables and the Oral Translation Test in grade

eleven is not rejected.

üIhen the classroom personality variables are grouped to predict student

achievemenÈ on the Oral Translation Test in grade eleven, it appears that

as a group, the variables are significant predictors (D.F. - 4/25; F = 2.779)
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TABLE 41:d

CLASSROOM PERSONALTM VARIABLES AS PREDICTORS OF RESULTS
ON i^IRITTEN TRANSLATION TEST _- GRADE ELEVEN

BETA SDB

H-R

NO H-R

T. C.

S .F.

-0.252

0.4L2

-0 .037

0.485

-4.266

7 .L64

-0.677

7 .282

4.895

4 .804

4 .881

4.305

-0.872

L.49I

-0 .139

1.691

None of the classroom personality variables indÍvidual1y is a signifi-

cant predictor of Ëhe results on the l^Iritten Translation Test in grade

eleven. The T-ratios obtained for all the variables are not sígnificant.

On the basis of this finding, the null hypothesis for the relationship

between the classroom personality variables and the I^lritten Translation

Test in grade eleven ís not rejected.

I^Ihen the classroom personalíty variables are grouped to predict student

achievemenË on the l^Iritten Translation Test in grade eleven, it appears that.

as a group, the variables are significant (D.F. - A/25; F = 3.270) .
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Hypothesis 6:

There is no significant difference in the use of language learning

strategies between grade nine and grade eleven students.

Table 42 gíves the results of the T-test which was used to determine

whether there vüas a significant difference in the use of formal practice

oral between grade níne and grade eleven students.

TABLE 42

T-TEST COMPARING FORMAL PRACTICE ORAL BETI^]EEN
GRADE NINE AND GRADE ELEVEN STUDENTS

Mean S.D. T-Ratio

Grade 9

Grade 11

10 .091

8.200

3.761

2.999 2.L92*

D.F.61 *.05 > 2.000

The T-ratio obtained is significant at the .05 level. on the basis

of this finding, Èhe null hypothesis for formal practice oral is rejecËed,

and therefore the grade nine studenËs would make more use of formal prac-

tice oral than grade eleven students.

Table 43 gives the results of the T-test r^Ìhích was used. to deternline

whether there r^ras a significant difference in the use of formal practice

written between grade nine and grade eleven students.
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TABLE 43

T-TEST COMPARING FORMAL PRACTICE i^IRITTEN BETI^IEEN
GRÁDE NINE AND GRADE ELEVEN STUDENTS

Mean S.D. T-Ratio

Grade 9

Grade 11

l-L.424

B. 933

2.862

3.342 3. 186*

D. F. 67 'k.05 > 2.000

The T-ratio obtained ís significant at the .05 level. on the basis of

this findÍng, the null hypothesis for formal practíce written is rejected.,

and therefore the grade nine students r¿ould make more use of formal prac-

tice written than grade.eleven students.

Table 44 gives the results of the T-test which ¡¡as used to det.ermine

¡'¡hether there T,ras a significant difference in the use of monitoring oral

between grade nine and grade eleven students.
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TABLE 44

T-TEST COMPARING MONITORING ORAL BET.I{EEN
GRADE NINE AND GRADE ELEVEN STUDENTS

Mean S.D. T:Ratio

Grade 9

Grade 11

6.091

s .867

L.466

L.634 0.574

D. F. 6L

The T-ratío obtained is not significant. on the basis of this.finding,
the null hypothesis for monitoring orar is not rejected.

Table 45 gives the results of the T-test which was used to determine

whether there v/as a significant difference in the use of monitoring written
between grade nine and grade eleven students.

TABLE 45

T-TEST COMPARING MONITORING I{RITTEN BETI^IEEN
GRADE NINE AND GRADE ELEVEN STUDENTS

Mean S .D. T-RaÈio

Grade 9

Grade 11

7.L52

6.767

r.873

L.547 O. B84

D.F.61
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The T-ratio obtained is not significant. on the basis of this fínding,
the nul1 hypothesis for monitoríng written is not rejected.

Table 46 gives the results of the T-test r¿hich was used to deterir¡_ine

t^¡hether there T¡tas a significant difference in the use of functional practÍ-ce

oral between grade nine and grade eleven students.

TA3LE 46

T-TEST COMPARING FIJNCTIONAL PRACTICE ORAI BETI^JEEN
GRADE NINE AND GRADE ELEVEN STUDENTS

Mean S .D. T-Ratio

Grade 9

Grade 11

5. 303

5.633

L.862

2.220 -0.642

D.F.61

The negative T-ratio obtained is not significant. On the basis of this
finding, Ëhe null hypothesis for functional practice oral is not rejected.

Table 47 gives the results of the T-Èest which was used to determine

rvhether there !¡as a significant difference in the use of functional pr.actice

written between grade nine and grade eleven students.
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TAßLE 47

T-TEST COMPARING FUNCT]ONAL PRACTICE WRITTEN BETWEEN
GRADE NINE AND GRADE ELEVEN STUDENTS

Mean S.D. T-Ratío

Grade 9

Grade 11

5.273

5 .700

2.\69

2 )L6B -0.781

D. F. 6L

The negative T-ratio obtained is not significant. On the basis of this
finding, the null hypothesís for functional practice written is not rejected.

Hypothesis 7:

There is no significant difference in criterion measures of achieve-

ment between grade nine and grade eleven students.

Table 48 gives the result.s of the T-test which was used to determine

whether there T¡7as a significant difference betr¿een Ëhe Imitation TesË , .

results aË grade nine and at grade eleven.
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TABLE 48

T_TEST COMPARING IMITATION TEST RESULTS AT
GRADE NINE AND AT GRADE ELEVEN

Mean S.D. T-Ratio

Grade 9

Grade 11

54.467

67 .47s

13.783

18 .051 -3.224*

¡D.F.61 *.05 > 2.000

The negative T-ratio obtained is significant at Ëhe .05 level. On

the basis of this finding, the null hypoËhesis for the Imitatíon Test is

rej ected.

Table 49 gives the results of the T-test which was used to determine

r¿hether there \^ras a significant difference between the Aural Graunnar Test

results aË grade nine and at grade eleven.

TABLE 49

T-TEST COMPARING AURAL GRA}O{AR TEST RESULTS AT
GRADE NINE AND AT GRADE ELEVEN

Mean S.D. T-Ratio

Grade 9

Grade 11

36 .865

42.9L4

9 .834

l-3.t62

D.F.61 *.05 > 2 .000

-2.07 8*
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The negative T-ratio obtained is significant at the .05 level. On

the basis of this fÍnding, the null hypothesis for the Aural Grarmnar Test

is rejected.

Table 50 gives the results of the T-test which was used to determine

whether there lras a signíficant difference between the Oral Translation

Test results at grade nine and at grade eleven.

TABLE 50

T_TEST COMPARING ORÀL TRÁNSLATION TEST RESI]LTS AT
GRADE NINE AND AT GRADE ELEVEN

Mean S.D. T-Ratio

Grade 9

Grade 11

34.239

4s.L09

L9.207

18 .231 -2.298x

D. F. 67 )t.05 > 2.000

The negative T-ratio obtained is significant at the .05 level. On

the basj-s of this finding, the null hypothesis for the Oral .Trånslat,ion

Test is rejected.

Table 51 gives the results of the T-test v¡hich was used to determine

whether there \tas a difference betr+een the l^lritten TranSlatÍon Test resulËs

at grade nine and at grade eleven.
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TASLE 51

T-TEST COMPARING I,]RITTEN TRANSLATION TEST RESULTS AT
GRADE NINE AND AT GRADE ELEVEN

Mean S .D. T-Ratío

Grade 9

Grade 11

45.248

51. 330

23.020

15.624 -L.2L4

D.F. 6L

The negative T-ratio obtained is not sÍ-gnificant. On the basis of thís

finding, the null hypothesís for the Writiten Translation Test is not rejected.

Hypothesis 8:

There is no signifícanË difference in affective classroom variables

between grade nine and grade eleven students.

Table 52 gives Ëhe resulÈs of the T-test rvhích was used to determine

whether there v¡as a significant difference in classroom envíronment between

grade nine and grade elerien students
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TA3LE 52

T_TEST COMPARING CLASSROOM ENVIRONI"ßNT BETI,,/EEN
GRADE NINE AND GRADE ELEVEN STUDENTS

Mean S.D. T-Ratio

Grade 9

Grade 11

11 .485

12.000

2.647

2.181 -0 . B38

D.F.61

The negative T-ratio obtained is not significanË. On the basis of
this finding, the nu11 hypothesis for classroom environment is not rejected.

Table 53 gives the results of Ëhe T-test which v¡as used to determine

whether there was a significant difference in classroom personarity beh,/een

grade nine and grade eleven, students.

TABLE 53

T-TEST COMPARING CLASSROOM PERSONAI,ITY BETI^IEEN
GRADE NINE AND GRADE ELEVEN STUDENTS

Mean S .D. T-Ratio

Grade 9

Grade 11

7 .s45

7 .467

2.670

3.170 0.107

D.F. 61

The T-ratio obtained is not significant.,'on Èhe basís of this finding,
the null hypothesis for classroom personality is noÈ rejected..
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Hypothesís 9:

There is no significant dÍfference between the modalities of language

learning strategies at grade nine and at grade eleven.

Table 54 gives the results of the T-test \,/hich was used to d.etermine

whether there r^7as a significant difference between the oral and written

rnodalities of the formal practice stïategy in grade nl-ne.

TA3LE 54

T-TEST COMPARING MODALITIES OF THE FORMÄL
PRACTICE STR¿.TEGY AT GRADE NINE

Mean S.D. T-Ratio

Oral

[^Irítten

10 .091

LL.424

3.76r

2.862 -2.448*

D. F. 32 *.05 > 2.036

The negative T-ratio obtained is significant at the .05 level. On

the basís of this finding, Ëhe null hypothesis for the formal practice

sËrategy is rejected.

Table 55 gives the results of the T-Èest which was used. to determine

whether there was a significant difference between the oral and written

modalities of the monitoring sËrategy in grade nine.
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TABLE 55

T-TEST COMPARING MODAL]TIES OF THE MONITORING
STRATEGY AT GRANE NINE

Mean S .D. T-Ratio

Oral

Wrí tten

6 .091

7 .r52

L.466

1 .873 -3.288*

D.F. 32 *.01 > 2.740

The negative T-ratio obtained Ís highly significant at the .01 level.
on the basís of this finding, the nul1 hypothesís for the monitoring stra-
tegy is rejecËed.

Table 56 gives Èhe results of the T-test which ¡vas used to determine

whether there vras a significant difference between the oral and written
modalities of the functional practice strategy in grade nine.

TABLE 56

T_TEST COMPARING MODALITIES OF THE FI]NCTIONAL
PRACTICE STRATEGY AT GRADE NINE

Mean S.D. T-Ratio

Oral

L{ritten

5.303

5.273

L.862

2.169

D. F. 32

0 .096
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The T-ratio obtained is not significant. On the basls of this finding,

the nul1 hypothesis for the functional practice strategy is not rejected.

Table 57 gives the results of the T-test whlch was used to determine

whether there is a significant difference between the oral and written moda-

lities of the formal practice straËegy in grade eleven.

TABLE 57

T-TEST COMPARING MODALITIES OF THE FORMAL PRACTICE
STRATEGY AT GRADE ELE\TEN

Mean S.D. T-Ratio

Oral

I{ritten

8.200

B. 933

2.999

3.4L2 -r.546

D.F.29

The negative T-ratio obtained is not significant. On the basis of this
findíng, the null hypothesis for the formal practice strategy is not rejected..

Table 58 gives the results of the T-test which was used Èo determine

whether Ëhere is a significant difference between the oral and written moda-

lities of the moniLoring strategy in grade eleven.
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TABLE 58

T_TEST COI'PARING MODALITIES OF THE MONITORING
STRATEGY AT GRADE ELEVEN

Mean S .D. T-Ratio

0ral

I^lritten

5.867

6.767

L.634

L.547 4 l?êL
-J.qo)^

D.F.29 *.01 > 2.756

The negative T-ratio obtained is highly signíficant at the .0r level.
0n the basis of this finding, the null hypothesis for the monitoring stra-
tegy is rejected.

Table 59 gives the results of the T-test which was used to determine

r¿hether there r¡ras a significant difference between the oral and written moda-

lities of the functional practice srrategy in grade eleven.

TA3LE 59

T-TEST COMPARING MODALITIES OF THE FTINCTIONAL
PRACTICE STRATEGY AT GRADE ELEVEN

Mean S.D. T-Ratio

Oral

I^Iritten

5.633

5. 700

2.220

2. 168 -0.226

D.F.29

The negative T-ratio obtaíned is not significant. on the basis of this
finding, the null hypothesis for the functionaL practice straËegy is not rejected.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS

The purpose of this study was threefold. The first objective was to

obtain informatíon on the types of language learning strategies employed

by LZ learners and to determine their. relationship r¿6 criterion measures

of achievement. The second purpose of the investigation r"ras to obtain

informatÍon on the affective classroom variables of L, students and to

deternrine their relationship to criteríon measures of achievemenË. The

thÍrd objective of the study \,ras to obtain empirical data related Ëo the

use of language learning strategies, modalities, affective classroom varia-

b1es, and criterion measures of achievement and to determine their difference

between two grade levels.

The three main questions for study were:

1. hrhat relationship exists betr¿een language learning strategies
and criterion measures of achievement at the ninth and eleventh
grade?

hrhat relationship exists between affectl-ve classroom variables and.
criterion measures of achievement at the ninth and ereventh grade?

hrhat difference exists in the use of language learning strategies,
modalities, affective classroom variables and criterion measures
of achievement between grade nine and grade eleven?

nine hypotheses, which focused on these Ëhree main areas of inves-

r'¡ere grouped for purposes of summarizlng and reviewing findings.

)

3.

The

tigation,

HVpotheses One Through Four

The first area of investigation involved

learning strategies to criterion measures of

the retrationship of language

achlevement at grades nine and
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eleven. These were exanrined under hypotheses one through four. The

strategies \¡;ere related individually to each of the four criterion measures.

Hypothesís Five

The second question for study involved the relationship of affective

classroom varíab1es to criterion measures of achÍevement at grades nine and

eleven. Every faetor comprising the two variables was related indivídually

to each of the four críterion measures.

Hypotheses Six Through Nine

The remaining hypotheses focused on the third main question of the

study, which was the difference in the use of strategies, modalities,

affective classroom variables, and criterion measures between grades.

This chapter sunmarizes the fíndings related to the hypotheses,

followed by a summary of the descriptive analysf-s of the data. concrusions

and implications for classroom practice and further research end the chap-

ter.

STMMARY

Results were obtained for 33 grade nine students and 30 grade eleven

students. The data was collected from three schools which are located in
a suburban rniddle class socio-economic area. Scores were calculated for
each student on five items: Strategies, Personal-ity and EnvironmenÈ Ques-

tionnaire, Imitation TesË, Aura1 Grammar Test, Oral Translation Test,and

Written Translarion TesÈ (See.AppENDIX A_D).

A multiPl. t.gt"!"ion analysis was performed on null hypotheses one

through five to determine Èhe relationship of J-anguage learning sÈrategies,

affective classroom variables and criterion measures of achievement aÈ

grades nÍne and eleven. A T-Èest was performed on null hypotheses six
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through nine to compare the scores obtained from the questionnaire and the

four tests between grades nine and eleven.

SI]MMARY OF FINDINGS RELATED
TO HYPOTHESES

1. There i'rere no signíficanË language learning sÈrategies as predic-

tors of results on the four criterion measures of achievement in grade nine.

2. There lì7ere no signifícant language learníng strategies as predic-

tors of the Iuritation Test results in grade eleven.

3. Functional practice oral, monitorl-ng oral and written \¡rere signi-

ficant predictors of the Aural Grarmnar TesÈ results in grade eleven

4. Monitoring written \,¡as a signif icanÈ predictor of the Oral Trans-

lation Test results in grade eleven.

5. Monitoring oral and written \^rere signifícant predictors of the

Inlrítten Translation Test results in grade eleven.

6. Student percepËion of classroom informality vüas a signifícant

predictor of the results on the Imitation Test and on the Aural Granrnar

Test ín grade nine.

7 . Oral and written modalit.ies \,rere sígnificant. predictors of the

results on the Oral Translation Test and on the Lrlritten TranslatÍon Test

in grade nine.

B. There r{ere no signif.icant classroom environment varÍâbles as

predictors of results on the four crlterion measures of achievemenÈ in

grade eleven.

9. There rùere no significant classroom personality variables as

predictors of the Imitation Test results in both grades nine and eleven.

10. StudenÈ positive aiËitude to¡¡ards teacher correction of oral

French \,Ias a significant predictor of the Aural Grammar TesÈ results in

grade nine.
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11. Student positive reaction to being called upon without hand-

raísing was a signifícant predictor of the Aural Grammar Test results ín

grade eleven.

L2. Student positive reaction to being calIed upon without hand-raísing

and student posítive attitude towards teacher correction of oral French

were significant predictors of the results on the Oral Translation Test

and on the l,rlritten Translation Test in grade nine.

13. There\tereno signíficant classroom personality variables as pre-

dictors of results on the Oral Translation Test and on the Inlritten Trans-

lation Test in grade eleven.

L4. There \^las a sígnifi.cant difference in formal practice, oral and

written between grades nine and eleven, with the grade nine students having

a higher mean than the grade eleven students.

15- There vras no significant difference in monitoring, oral and written

and functional practíce, oral and written between grades nine and eleven.

16. There \474s a significant difference in the Imitation Test, the

Aural Grammar TesÈ, and the Oral Translation Test between grades nine and

eleven, with the grade eleven students having a higher mean than the grade

nine students.

L7. There \¡¡as no significant difference in the l^iritten Translation TesË

betr¿een grades nine and eleven.

18. There !/as no significant difference ín the affective classroom

variables between grades nine and eleven.

f9. There was :a significant difference beÈween the oral and written

modalíties of the formal practice strategy in grade nine, r.rith the written

rnodality having a higher mean than the oral modality.

20. There was no significant dif f erence betr,¡een the oral and writ.ten

raodalities of the formal practice strategy in grade eleven.
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2L. There r¡¡as a significant difference between the oral and wrltten

modalities of the monitoring strategy in both grades nine and eleven, with

the written modality having a higher mean than the oral modality.

22. There r^ras no significant difference in the oral and written moda-

1íties of the functíona1 practice strategy in both grad.es nine and eleven.

SUMMARY OF DESCRIPTIVE
STATISTICS

' Not consideríng significance levels, the following suûmary is offered

for consideration:

1. Mean scores in formal practice, oral and written and monitoring,

oral and written were'higher ín grade nine than ín grad,e eleven, whille mean

scores in functional practice, oral and written were higher in grade eleven

(cf ., 131, //14 and 15) .

2. Mean scores in classroom environment \nrere higher in grade eleven

than ín grade nine, r,¡hile mean scores in classroom personality \^rere higher

in grade nine (cf ., 131, i/lB) .

3. Mean scores in the four criterion measures of achievement T¡rere

higher in grade eleven than in grade nine (cf., 131, /116 and 17) .

4. In the Aural Grammar Test, mean scores of two of the categories,

pronoun and correct' v/ere higher in grade eleven than in grade nine, wh1le

mean scores of the remai-ning two categories, adjective and verb, were

higher in grade nine.

5. In the Aural Granrnar Test, mean scores for the certainty average

for each category were higher in grade ereven than in grade nine.

6. In the Oral Translation Test, mean scores for the number correct

for all of the grarnrnatical elementsradjecÈive, possessive, pronoun, pre-

position and verbs, \üere higher ín grade eleven than in grade nine.
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7 - In the I'Iritten Translation Test, mean scores for the number correct

for the grammatical elements, adjective, pronoun, preposition and verbs, v/ere

higher in grade eleven than in grade nine, while the mean scores for the num-

ber correct for the grammatical el-ement, possessive, was higher in grade nine.

CONCLUSIONS

Bearing in mind the danger of general-ízing findings on the basis of a

single study, the following conclusions are offered for consideration:

1. Strategy Use

The use of the language learning strategies had positive effects on

achievement in certain kÍnds of tests. These various learning strategies

have speci-alízed effects. Two consequences resulting from thi-s speciali-

zationarethat time spent ori some of the strategies is more profitable

than time spent on some of the others and that the language task invólved

determines which of the learning strategies would be most beneficial.

The strategy mosË responsible for achievement \.ùas monitoring. The

results showed that moniËoring was related to higher achievement orr most

of the tests examined, especially in grade eleven. Accord.ing to Krashen

(L977), monitoring may occur under two conditions - a requirement for

attention to form and sufficient operating time. In examiníng the four

criterion measures in terms of these criteria, the oral and written

Translation Tests meet both conditions of form and time, the Aural Grammar

Test requires attention to form, and the Imítation Test meets neither

requiremenÈ. Significant effects of monítoring were obtained for the Oral

Translation Test in grade el-even and the l^lritten Translatíon Test in grade

nine, while results not quite reaching significance \À/ere found for the

tr'Iritten Translation Test in grade eleven and the Oral Translation Test in
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grade nine. A large effect ülas expected as both critería are me¿ by these

tests. Sígnificant results of monitoring were obtained for the Aural Grammar

Test in grade eleven suggesting an importance for attention to form. As

predicted, the Tmitation Test was not affected by monitoring in the results

for both grades.

These findings are not in accord with those stated by BÍalystok (L9i9)

wherein functional practice vzas the strategy most responsible for achievemenË,

r¿ith monítoring exhibiting a positive effect, especially in grade twelve.

2. Affective Classroom Variables

In conjunction with other studies in the area of attitude by Gardner

and Lambert (1972) and Gardner and Srnythe (1975), it was confirmed by this

research that several affective classroom variables \rere in many instances

valuable predictors of success in second language learning. However, the

results may add- several qualifications to this general trend of results.

It appears that the importance of certain affective classroom variables

changes wíth the stages of language learnÍng.

In grade nine, student perception of classroom informality r,ras a

significant predictor of the results on the Imitation Test, while a negative

T-ratio for the same variable was a significant predictor of the results on

the Aural Granunar TesË. This finding may be interpreted to mean that more

classroom informality produces lower achievemenÈ scores on the Aural Grammar

Test. This test, which was designed to measure t'the ability of second lan-

guage learners to refer to specific rule formatl-on for the purpose of

formally evaluati.ng the language'r (Bialystok and Fröhlich, I97Baz 29): ilây

aid classroom formality to produce high achievers. The grammatical items

must be formally taught, so that the students may refer to these specific

rule formations when respondíng to the questions of the tests.
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Student learning modality preference (student learning through oral

and writËen medium) was a sÍgnificant predictor of the results on the

Oral and tr^Iritten Translation Tests-in grade nine. None of the classroom

environment varíables individually is a significant predictor of the results

on'the four criterion measures of achievemenË in grade eleven. The idea

that attitude may be more crucial at the begínning stages of language

learning is substantiated by the difference. in the resulËs of the regression

analyses of the classroom environment variables stated.

In grade nine, student posítive attítude towards teacher correction

of oral French v¡as a significant negative predictor of the resul-ts on the

Aural Graunnar Test and on Ëhe Oral and L{ritten Translation Tests. lvloreover,

student positíve reaction to being called upon wíthout hand-raísing was

also a signifícant predictor of the results on the Oral and I,trritten Trans-

lation Tests. The finding of the negative T-ratios.- for student positive

attitude towards teacher correctÍon of oral French may be j.nterpreted to

mean that a student who attains 1ow grades realízes that he needs correction

anil, therefore, has a positive attítude towards teacher correction, The

studentls perception of need is Ëhe importanË factor, and demonstrates that

the student who is aware that he needs correction most wí1l be the weaker

student' The fÍnding of the T-ratío for student positive reaction to being

called upon wíthout hand-raising may depict the better student who doesntt

rnind beì:ng called upon to respond to questions,

Student positive reaction to being called upon without hand-raising

BTas a significant predictor of the results on the Àural Granrnar Test in

grade ereven. since attítude, again, appeaïs to be more crucial early in

language learni-ng, it is suggested that methods of fostering stuclents I

positÍve attÍtude towards their L, learning situation at the earliest
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possible tj:oe be encouraged, otherwise the possibilíty of students dropping

out becomes very rea1.

3. r*pri.cit an¿ rmplicit l,inguisliclxnowfejge

Comparing language learning sErategies showed formal pracÈice, with a

significant T-ratio, and monitoring to be higher in grade nine, while func-

tional practice was higher in grade eleven. Although not all rhe results

are signíficant, there appeaïs to have been a trend established and then

reversed for functional practice. Thís resulÈ seems to explain the rela-

tionship betr¿een ExplícíË and Irnplicit Linguistic Knowledge and language

output (Bialystok, 7978) and the learning-acquisition distincríon (Krashen,

LgTg) ' Up to and including grade nine, formal rules are being learned an¿

the subject of greatest concern is t.he language code itself. These rules

are ttlearned" and remain in some conscÍous form in Explicit Llnguistic

Knowledge. These conscious facts may include grarnmar rules, vocabulary

iterns, and so on. As monitoring is primarily a formal production stïategy,

it operates by bringing information from the Explicit Linguistic Knowledge

to the language task to examine or correct the response. As the L, student.

continues in hís studíes, he wishes to automatise and transfer this stored

ínfonnation to.Iiuplicit Linguistic Knowledge for the purpose of communication.

The language will be "aequired" by internalizíng it through communicative

exPosure.

These results indícaÈe as v¡ell Ëhat the type of strategy is more impor-

tant than the modality in which these strategies are used. This findíng ís

in keeping with Bialystokts (1979) finding with grades ten and rwelve.

4. Criterion Measures of Achíevement

The results of the four criterÍon measuïes are higher in grade eleven,

with a signifícant difference on all tests except Èhe I^lritten Translation
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Test' The grade eleven students generally outperform the grade nj-ne students

because of their practice and competence, however in some areas of the

Translatíon Tests the grade nine students did as well or better than the

grade eleven sËudents. The grade nine students, greatly concerned with the

language code itself, may have recently learned the grarmnatical rules and

forms tested. In grade eleven, many of these formal rules are bríefly

reviewed and consi-dered having been learned. These results show, that

sirnple rules r,¡hich are seen considerably and should have been learned, are

not necessarily remembered. The grade eleven students, therefore, did not

always significantly outperform the grade nine students, in fact, they

have much room for improvement.

5. Strategies and Modality

The relationship between the monitoring strategy and the modalities

in grades nine and eleven showed a significant dífference, with monitoring

written engaged in more often than monÍtoring oral. The relationship

between the functíona1 practiee strategy and the modalities ín grades nine

and eleven \¡ras similar, \,rith both modalities being equalry used. The

relatíonship between the formal practice strategy and the modalities in

grades níne and eleven exhibited a d.ifferenc.e. Tn grade nine, a significanÈ

difference in the modalities vTas found, with formal pracLice written engaged.

ín more often than fonnal pracËice oral.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE CLASSROOM

The following implications appear warranÈed on the basis of the present

inves tigation:

l. The language 1ea:rnJ-ng straËegies are modífiable variables and. by

definiÈion, trainable, Therefore, any L, learner can be expected to improve
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hís language proficíency by increasing his use of these strategies, Class-

room tíme devoted to the teaching of these learning strategies may be well
spent in that it equips the LZ learner with a means of increasing his com-

petence Í-rrespective of his language learníng ability.

2. Classroom teachers should begin to consider their students progïess

Ín an analytic or diagnostic manner. Takíng note of individual differences

ínvolves being sensi.tive to the possíb1e ïange of differences among indivi-
dual students and to their casual relationships, and knowing the concepts

with which to analyze learning. The teacher needs the knowledge of what.

to look for in tryíng to help the goocl learner reach his objective and the

problem student oveïcone his difficulities. PeríodÌcal brief exchanges

t^¡íth students about different !üays of learníng would change classroom 1an-

guage learning from a fairly mechanical routine into a more ðeliberate and

cooperative undertaking,

3- Classroom teachers, particularly in the hígh school, cannot assume

that simple vocabulary or grnnrmatlcal rules presented ín the earlier grades

have been learned. Due to the sernester system, school holÌdays, and the

studenËts memor¡r''many items are taken forgranted by teachers as previously-

learned materíal. Teachers should. be on guard for Ìtems that the students

may see a great deal 0f in their texts. sr reailersr but have not been

couunítted to menory.

ÏMPLTCATIONS FOR ]'I]RTTIER RESEÀRCH

The following suggestíons for further research are provided in view

of the resulÈs of the presenÈ study:

1. This stuðy could be replícated on other populations such as adulÈs

learning French under similar circr¡mstances, students learning Trench in
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oËher settings, such as irnnersion, learners acquiring L, 1n natural settings,
or Srench-speaking subjects learning their ov¡n native language.

2' A greaË deal more about language learning may be discovered by con-

sulting learners directly in a carefully constructed interview than by tests
or quesionnaíres. fn an ínterview, learners are able to contribute useful
information about their goals in Lr learning, classroom activitíes, learníng
teôhniques, and teacher-student interaction.

3. rn order to gain additional information about the

questionnaire inquiry would be useful. The teacher rnight

any coruDents or information regarding learning processes,

ristics of the students and Èheir learning difficulties.

studenLs, a teacher

be asked to offer

general characte-

4. one omission of the present study, necessitated by the limitation
of possible instruments, was the absence of any language aptitude tests,
These types of tests would help to investigate the relationship of aptitude,
the strategíes, and other processes employed by language rearners.

5' As the Monitor Model predicts that performers will vary with res-
peeÈ to the degree to which conscíous monitoring is used, an investigation
into Èhese individual differences rnay prove Ëo be most valuable. Language

teachers and researchers would gain a better picture of MoniÈor optimal

users, over-users, and under-users, anél add to their understanding of L,
learners.

6. There is a need to study Ëhe relationship between types of errors
and types of language learning strategies. fn this sample, grade nine stu-
denÈs used ouission more than the grade eleven studenÈs, whfle grade eleven

students used substitutÍon uore than the grade nÍne students. These findings

may assist language teachers in Èhe teaching of these strategfes Èo improve

competence.
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STRATEGIES, PERSONALITY AND

ENVIRONMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

PLEASE PRINI OR WRITE CLEARLY:

Name Male

Grade

Female

School

PART I - STRATEGIES QUESTIONNAIRE

DIRECTIONS:

Following are some statements about language learning strategies. Each
stateDent contains a set of alternative ans\rers whích form a continuum. please
ansv/er honestly and frankly how you feel about each sÈatement. Neither your
teacher nor anyone else aÈ your school will ever see your ansr^¡ers.

Lrhen you fínish, sit quietly or study until all students have completed
the quest.ionnaire. There should be no talking.

Please indicate your choices by circling the number that corresponds to
your response: 3 - strongly agree; 2 - agree; I - disagree; 0 - strongly
disagree.

A. 1. I^Ihen f listen to the French radio,
I am maín1y interested in learning 3 2 1 O

grammatical structures.
2. When I watch French television, I

am mainly interested in learning 3 2 1 O

grammatical structures.
3. When I listen to people speaklng

French, I am mainly interested in 3 2 1 O

learning grammatical structures.
4. Irrhen I listen to the French radio,

I am mainly interesred in improving 3 2 1 0

my French pronouncíation.
5. I{hen I watch French television or

French movies, I am mainly l-nterested 3 Z I O

in improving my French pronunclation.
6. I.Ihen I lisren to people speaking

French, I am mainly interested in 3 2 1 O

j-mproving my French pronuncfation.
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B. 1. I,ihen I read French newspapers,

magazines or books, I am mainly 3 2 1 0

interested in learning new vocabulary.
2. I{hen I read French labels on packages

or grocery items, I am mainly 3 2 1 O

interested in learning new vocabulary.
3. Llhen I read French brochures or

pamphlets,Iammainlyinterested 3 2 I 0

in learning ner¡r vocabulary.
4. hlhen I read French newspapers,

magazines or books, I am mainly 3 2 1 O

interested in learning grammatical

structures.
5. I^Ihen I read French labels on packages

or grocery items, I am mainly 3 2 1 0

interested in learning grammatical

structures.
6. When I read French brochures or

pamphlets,Iammainlyinterested 3 2 I 0

in learning grammatícal structures.
C. 1. Lrhen I am speaking French, I plan

exactly how I will say something 3 2 I O

before I say iË.
2. tr{hen I am speaking French, I avoid

using words or structures v¡hich 3 2 1 0

I am unsure of.
3. When I am speaking French and make

some errors, ï correct them while 3 2 L 0

I am speaking.

D. 1. hrhen I am writing French, I write
only whaË I know is correct. 3 2 1 0

2. When I am writing French, I check

for spelling or grammar errors and 3 2 1 0

correct them.

3. When written French assignments are

returned to me, I rewrite the 3 2 1 0

incorrecÈ parts.
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4. I.rrhen written French assignments are
returned to me, I examine the errors 3 2 1 0

and correct them Í_n my mind.
E. 1. When I listen to the French rad.fo,

f am mainly interested in the 3 2 1 O

content of the programs.

2. I^Ihen I watch French television or
French movies, I am mainly interested 3 2 I 0

in the content of the programs.

3. I^Ihen I listen to people speaking
French, I am mainly ínterested in the 3 2 1 O

content of the conversations.
F. 1. hlhen I read French newspapers,

magazines or books, I am mainly 3 Z 1 0

inÈerested in the meaning they convey.
2. Lrrhen I read French labels on packages

or grocery items, I am maínly 3 2 1 0

interested in the meaning they convey.
3. Inlhen I read French brochures or

pamphleÈs, I ammainly interested 3 2 I O

in the meaning they convey.

PART II _ PERSONALITY AND

ENVIRONMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

DIRECTIONS:

Following are some statements about your classroom environment and
your personality characteristics. Each statement conËains a set of alternative
ans\'Jers r^¡hich form a continuum. Please ârs\rr€r honestly and frankly how you feel
about each statement. Neither your teacher nor anyone else at your school r+ill
evef See yOUf an.S\¡7eIS.

Please indicate your choices by circllng the nr¡mber that corresponds to
yourresponse: 3- stronglyagreer 2- agree; l-disagree;0 - strongly
disagree.

G. 1. I prefer learning in a French

classroom rvhich has a great deal 3 Z t 0

of informality.
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2. I prefer learning i-n a French

class which is mainly conducted. 3 2 1 O

in French.

3. I get along well v¡ith my French

teacher. 3 2 L O

4. I get along well with the other
students ín my French class. 3 2 L 0

5. I prefer to learn French

ora11y.321-O
6. I prefer to learn French

throughwrirtenwork. 3 2 I O

H. 1. I am willing to raise my hand

in French class even if I take 3 2 1 O

the risk of having a wrong answer.
2. I react positively to being called

upon to ansvJer a questíon in French 3 2 1 0

class even if I dÍdnrt raíse my hand.

3. I do not feel embarrassed when the
teacher corrects my spoken French 3 2 1 0

in class.
4. f do not feel embarrassed to speak

French in front of the other 3 Z 1 O

students in class.
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STRATEGIES, PERSONALITY AND

ENVIRONMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

SCORE SHEET

Name Grade

B. FORMAL PRACTICE - I^IRITTEN

A. FORMAL PRACTICE - ORAL

1.

C. MONITORING - ORAL

1.

D. MONTTORING-\{RITTEN

Grarmnatical Structures Total:

Pronunciation Total:

TOTAL:

Vocabulary Total:

Grarmnatícal Structures - Total :

TOTA]-:

TOTAL:

J.)

6.5.4.

.).2.1.

6.5.4.

/ß

/ts

3.t

/g

1. 2 3.

TOTA].:

4.

/tz
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E. FUNCTIONAI, PRACT]CE - ORA]-

F. I'UNCTIONAI PRACTICE - I^IRITTEN

G. CLASSROOM ENVIROM,IENT

1.

H. CLASSROOM PERSONAIITY

T0TAI- | / 9

TOTAI: /ß

T0TAIz / 12

3.)1.

Content Total:

TOTAL: /g

J.)1.

Meaning Total:

3.

6.

t

5.4.

4.3.)1.
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IMITAT]ON TEST

DIRECTIONS: (on tape)

You are abouË to hear l0 sentences in French. Each sentence will be
said twice. Listen to the sentence carefully and repeat lt in its entirety
into the mÍcrophone at the end of the second reading of the French sentence.
Do not hesitate to correct yourself if you feel you have made an error.

LeËfs try one example. you hear:

MASTER vorcE: Aujourdrhui, nous arlons au restaurant.
MASTER vorcE: Aujourdthuí, nous allons au restaurant.

AILOI^7 DELAY

STUDENT: Aujourdthui, nous allons au restaurant.

Very good. Letrs begin.

MASTER vorcE: Please say your name and grade into the microphone.

1. Tu mtas donnl son cahier rouge.
2. 11 leur lit une longue histoire avant neuf heures.
3. Pierre le ferme 

"prè" la classe difficile.
4. Nous avons vendu des stylos pour notre dcole.
5. Les enfants les regardent pràs de la maison.
6. Le chien 

" *rngá le chapeau de mon fràre.
7. Jrai fini leurs livres hier soir.
B. Ta mère lui demande une grande pomme verte,
g. Ils lront trou.rá d"rr" le nouveau magasin.

10. Vous avez joul aux carËes avec vos amis.
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IMITATION TEST

SCORE SHEET

Name: Grade:

Sentences

1. Tu/ m'/as aonn{/ son cahier rouge.

2. IL/ Leurl lit/ une longue histoire/ avant neuf heures.

3. Pierre/ 1e/ ferme/ après la classe difficile.

4. Nous/ avons vendu/ des stylos/ pour notre áco1e.

5. Les enfants/ les/ regardent/ près de la maison.

6. Le chien/ 
" ^ ngl¡ le chapeau/ de mon frère.

7. J' / aí fíní/ leurs livres/ hier soir.

8. Ta mère/ lui/ demande/ une grande poïnme verte
g. Ils/ lt/ ont trouul/ d.ans le nouveau magasin.

10. Vous/ avez ioul/ aux cartes/ avec vos amis.

Uni-ts

TOTAI: / 4I
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AURAL GRAMMAR TEST

DIRECTIONS: (on tape)

You are going to hear some sentences in French and will have to decide
íf each sentence is correct or if iL contains an error. Each sentence wíll
be read twice, and no sentence will contain more than one error. The error
will be one of three types. First, it could be an adjectíve error, that is,
the adjectíve has been placed in the wrong posítion. In this case, cÍrcle the
letterttAttfor adjective on your ans$rer sheet. Second, the error could be that
an object pronoun, such as ttlett, ttlatt, ttlestt, ttluítt or ttleurtt, rras placed ín
the wrong position. For these errors you would circle "Ptt for pronoun. The

third error could be a mistake in forming the verb. These will be marked

as t'Vttfor Verb on your ans\,Ier sheet. Finally, if a sentence has rro errors,
you would cÍrcle ttCt' for correct.

Once you have selected your ansrrer, you are to indícate how certain
you are that it is the right one. rf you are sure about your ans\¡/er,

circle ttstl for sure. If you have some doubt, or are not quite certain, circle
t'Utt for unsure. If you are guessing or have only a vague idea abouË the
ansvüer, circle ttGtt for guessing.

Let us do a practice example. Listen to the first sentence and mark your
ansr¡/er beside number 1 on your ans\^rer sheet.

IIne prend pas sa nouvelle voiture,
mais laisse la au garage.

AILOW DELAY

The error is that'the pronoun "1a" is in the T¡rrong place. Therefore,
you should have circled P for pronoun on your ans\¡rer sheet, as well as one

of the choices indicating your certainty.
You will now hear the rest of the sentences.
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AURAI GRAI'fi'IAR TEST

SENTENCES - ]NCORRECT

Practice
example 1. Il ne prend pas sa nouvelle voiture, mais laisse 1a au garage.

P 2. Ton papa 1ui a demandl une pomme verte et il , ,n"rrgá 1".
A 3. Je trai vu avec ton ami Francois qui a un brun chien.
A 4. Elle le met dans son grand noir sac avant de prendre ltautobus.
P 5. vous donnez 1es à Andrl pour mang.r ptì, de la maison.
C 6. Les enfants les regardent par la fenâtr" "ptè" le dá¡euner.
V 7. Jrai achetá les bottes que vous mlas montrles dans Ie magasin.
v B. Nous nous amusons avec nos amis qui ont venus hier.
C 9. Crest Jacques qui a vu cette annonce dans le journal hier soir.
C I0. Hier quelqutun nous a racontá lrhistoire du peÈit Indien.
P 11. rl a ácrit une longue lettre mais il nta pas ltenvoyle.
V 12. PendanË La rlcr€ation 1es amis nous avons chantá une chanson de Noäl.
c 13. rls 1es onr elevás puis i1 .les onr rnis à "ârJ au la porre.
P L4- Alain lance son ballon à Henri nais il nrattrapele pas.
C 15. lvfaintenanË, je leur montre ses images qui sont dans 1e grand livre b1eu.
P 16. Michel a perdu 1es dorrars que 

"o' pàr. a donnás à l,ri.
A l-7. La bouteille de rouge vin que je ttai donnáe hier vient de France.
V 18. Le grand máchant loup a mange la petÍte poule blanche de mon fràre.
A 19. Le maman de mon ami mta donná son beau rouge manteau.
A 20. Le professeur gentil leur demandedir finir la dictáe.
P 2L. Elle leur a lu les histoires du pri-nce maÍs Íls nfaime les pas.
c 22. ce aátait que je ntai pas remarqrrá ."t très important.
v 23. Elle a "rrâtá. chez le dentiste après la dernière classe.
v 24. Nous avons achetá une grosse citrouille que nous a *rrrgl".
A 25. ce matin ils se sont levls dtheure bonne oo,-rr Érrrai.r.
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AURAL GRA]"I}{AR TEST

ANSWER SHEET

PLEASE PRINT OR i^]RITE CLEARLY:

Name Male Female

School Grade

DIRECTIONS:

Please indicate your choices by circling the type of error and how

certain you are that it is the right one.

ERRORS: CERTAINTY:
rrArt - adjective error; adjective ttS" - sure

placed in \¡rrong positÍon
trPrr - pronoun error; object pronoun, rrurt - unsure, have some doubË,

such as ttlett, ttlatt, ttlestt, ttluitt not quite certain
or ttleurtt, placed in \{rong position trcrr - guessing, vague idea

rrvrr - verb error; mistake in forming
the verb

rrctr - correct; sentence has no errors

Practíce Example:

l. (a) A p v c (b) s u c

2.(a)Apvc(b)

3. (a) A p v c (b)

4. (a) A p v c (b)

s. (a) A p v c (b)

6. (a) A p v c (b)

SUG

SUG

SUG

SUG

SUG



U

U

VP

P

A

A

A

7.

8.

9.

S

S

C

C

C

C

V

V

V

V

P

P

P

P

A

Â

ft

A

U

U

U

V

V

P

A

A

U

S

S

C

c

C

C

V

V

V

P

P

P

P

lå.

A

¿\ U

U

U

U

U

S

S

S

C

c

V

V

V

V

v

P

P

P

P

(a)

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

161

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

10. (a)

11. (a)

L2. (a)

13. (a)

l4. (a)

1s. (a)

76. (a)

l-7. (a)

18. (a)

19. (a)

20. (a)

2L. (a)

22. (a)

23. (a)

24. (a)

2s. (a)

P

P

C

C

C

C

C

C

U

U

U

VA

A

A

A

A

A
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Name

AURAL GRAI.II'{AR TEST

SCORE SHEET

Grade

(a) Indívidual Errors

(b) Certainty Choices

tl ¡ tll{

llprl _

I lrrl IV_

ll^ll(,-

TOTAL: /zq

o
o
È
H
H
o
fl
t'{
f¡l

Certainty Scores

rrsrr rruil ll 
^l{.r

lrAll

rlplt

rrvrr

llCtl
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TRANSLATION TEST

ORAL

DIRECTIONS: (on tape)

In front of you are 10 English sentences. You are about to translate
each of these sentences into French payíng close attentíon to vocabulary
and grammar. You will hear each sentence read in English once, and then you

translate it into French into the microphone. Do not hesitate to correcË
yourself if you feel you have made an error.

Letrs begin.

MASTER vOrcE: Please say your name and grade into the mícrophone.

1. The children look at her near the house.
2. They(m.) found him in the new store.
3. The dog ate my brotherrs hat.
4. Your (s.) mother asks him for a big, green apple.
5. He reads them a long story before nine orclock.
6. You (p.) played cards wirh your (p.) friends.
7. hIe sold some pens for our school.
B. I finished their books yesterday evening.
9. You (s.) gave me his red notebook.

10. Pierre closes it (m.) after the diffícult class.
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TRANSLATION TEST

ORAL

SCORE SHEET

Name: Grade:

Adj ec tives

1. difficíle

Possessives

1. mon

Pronouns

1. le

6. Ia

Preposi tions

l. "pè"

6. pres de

Passl composá

t. ^ ^^ng{

2. avons vendu

3. as donnl

4. ai finí

5. avez

6. ont trouvl

2. rouge 2. notre

3. grande 3. son

4. verte 4. ta

5. longue 5. Ieurs

6. nouveau 6. vos

2. m' 2. pour

3. 1ui 3. avec

4. leur 4. avant

5. dans J oue

Correct:Correct: Correct: Correc t :

TOTAL:

Correct:

/30
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TRANSLATION TEST

WRITTEN

PLEASE PRINT OR WRITE CLEARLY:

Name Male Female

S chool Grade

DIRECTIONS:

Following are 10 English sentences. Translate each of the sentences
into French paying close attention to vocabulary and gramnar. Neither your
teacher or anyone else at your school wíll ever see your ans\¡rers.

Idhen you finish, turn your paper over and sit quietry or study until
al1 students have completed the test. There should be no talkíng.

Please translate each sentence Ínto French in the space provided
under the English sentence.

1. Pierre closes it (m.) after Ëhe difficult c1ass.

2. The dog ate my brotherrs hat.

3. I.le sold some pens for our school.

4. You (s.) gave me his red notebook.

5. Your (s.) rnother asks him for a big, green apple.

6. I finished their books yesterday evening.
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7 . You (p. ) played cards with your (p. ) friends.

8. He reads them a long story before nine orclock.

9. They (m.) found hím in the new store.

10. The children look at her near the house.
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TRANSLATION TEST

I^IRITTEN

SCORE :SHEET

Name: Grade:

Adj ectives

1. difficile

2. rouge 2. notre

3. grande 3. son

4. verte 4. Ëa

5. longue 5. leurs

6. nouveau 6. vos

Possessives Pronouns

l. mon l. le

Prepositions

1. .prè"

Passá Co*posd

1. a mangá

2. avons vendu

3. as donnl

4. ai fíni

5. avez joul

6. ont trouvl

2. mt 2. pour

3. lui 3. avec

4. leur 4. avant

5. 1r 5. dans

6. la 6. près de

CorrecÈ:Correct: Correct: Correc t:

TOTAL:

Correct:

/so
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